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Group
Wants to Form Under MGLCC Umbrella
By Allen Cook
OnApr.of23,theremaining
board
members
Memphis
Pride,
Inc.,
theorganizationcharged
with
stag—
ingGLBTPrideeventsinMemphis
formally
voted to disband.
Assetsto
ofPride‘scharter,
the corporation,
according
will Lesbian
be giventothe
Memphis
Gay
and
Com—
munity
Center.
Resignations
because
of health
andpersonal
reasons,
lefttheMem—
phis
Memphis

Pride Disbands, New

tried to contact Memphis Pride,
‘Inc. through its e—mail address and
web site. No telephone number is
listed for Memphis Pride.
Gary Wilkerson, one of the or—
ganizers of the new group, met with
Patty Pair, one of the remaining
Memphis Pride, Inc. board mem—
bers, however. He discovered and
was able to announce to the new
group that Memphis Pride, Inc. was
disbanding as an organization.
On Saturday, Mid South Pride
Pride board—unable to reach a appeared to be m agreementto
win
Comerdemally Moupofcon— @ VGay andLesbran Commumty Cen—
ter — at least for the moment— to
GLBT—friendly
provide some eventson a.smaller .
citizens calling itself Mid South

Pride met on Sat., Apr. 24, at the
© Highland branch of the public li—
brary to discuss alternatives. Ap—
parently they had unsuccessfully

of MGLCC.
Preliminary reactions from
members of that board were favor—
able to establishing a "Pride Com—
mittee" which would operate
somewhat independently from the
center, but under its overall poli—
cies and procedures.
Initial ideas for this year‘s Pride
events include a parade on Sat.,
June 26, terminating at the center,
892 S. Cooper. The parade would
take place late in the afternoon to
avord the heat and to take advan-

scale for this year.

meet with the approval
of the board

paraphenalia..

at James Baxter Huit, Ir. High Schoolin
j Jarred
Wilson,Gamwell a gaystudent
from The American Civil Liberties Union. The
ze, ‘S ol for removing two posters promoting Gamwell‘s
campaign for student body president and demanded that it take steps to
; ﬁmgdyits illegal censorship.
(AP Photo/Courtesy Jarred Gamwell via ACLU LGBT Rights and AIDS PI'OJGCfS)

by More Than If atFriendsFor Life
The Buddy
Program
has been
.
intervention services; and four, z
merged
into
the
Volunteer
Pro—
funding forfamilies.
gram so that it may continue, he
added.
"The impactMosssaid."We‘ve
is that this is a
wake—upcall,"
been
hearing
formoney
somewas
timegoing
that
the
Ryan
White
tovices.decrease
for treatment
supportive must
ser—
Medical
come"Asfirst."
ourwithcountry
continuescostto
struggle
the
increasing
ofsuchhealth
care,White
available
funds,
as
Ryan
Title
II,
will
continuetobefunneledintomedi—
calthe treatment,whichwilldecrease
amount
of money
available
for
HIV/AIDS
supportive
ser—
vices,"
he
continued.
impact
willthisbepoint,
felt
April"The1,noreal
2005,
and
at
the.
tobe, saybut what
way
clientrelated' there‘s
true
impact
will
I
can
say
services.
Since the administrative plan this: Ifthe Emerging Community
of how to handle the funding cuts Fund funds are not replaced, be—
White Act set up four titles offund—
was unveiled, Moss received word ginning April 1, 2005, itcould be
mg‘ one, supplies and medical fund— ——
regarding the requested HOPWA devastating, not only to Friends
ing for cities with the most HIV/
funding, noting that HOPWA will | For Life, but other agencies in
AIDS cases; two, supportive and
provide funds for the Wellness Memphis receiving Ryan White
medical funding for all cities based
University and transportation pro— Title II funds," Moss concluded.
on the number of reported HIV/

Ryan White Funding Cut

three full—time outreach case man—
Organizations agers ($93,000). However, due to
in Memphis receive Title IL, III and — the admmlstratrve Jﬁbrength at
i pact of the
IV funding; Friends For Life re— FriendsFor Life; the
funding cutswon‘t be as severe as
ceives Title II funding.
:
When the Ryan White Act was it will be in April 2005.
"In
the
April
1,
2004,
to
March
implemented, Memphis didn‘thave
enough HIV/AIDS cases to be in— 31, 2005, Ryan White fiscal year,
cluded in the Title I requirements we‘ve been able to shift funds to
toreceivefunding, Moss explained. continue paying for supportive ser—
Later, as the number of HIV/ _ vices," Moss began.
"The Wellness University di—
AIDS cases in Memphis rose, Title
I funds were not available because rector salary is being sought from
Title I no more cities were being HOPWA (Housing Opportunities
added to Title I allotments. So, in for Persons With AIDS)," ‘Moss
:
2001, Senator Bill Frist, being from explained.
"The Buddy Program director
Tennessee, established the Emerg—
ing Community Fund so that much— position is being eliminated com—
needed funding could be provided pletely and continuation funding
to Memphis and Nashville as the will be sought from other sources.
cities‘ number of HIV/AIDS cases One full—time van driver position is
neared those in the larger, Title I— being eliminated. One halftime van
driver is being requested from
funded cities.
:
How has the funding cut im— HOPWA. One of the outreach case
managers will serve as case man—
pacted Friends For Life?
According to Moss, funding for ager inthe TBRA housing pro—
the following staff positions was gram, which began in March. The
eliminated: one full—time Wellness remaining case manager has been
University director ($40,000), one moved into the prevention pro—
S
full—time Buddy Program director gram."
Additional
changes
imple—
one
and
($30,000), one full—time
mented
due
to
the
funding
cuts
in—
halftime
van
driver
($37,000)
and
AIDS cases; three, funding forearly

In January, Friends For Life
Corporation received notification
it had been awarded $868,000 in
Ryan White Title II funds for the
period April 1, 2004, through March
31,2005. Unfortunately, this thrill—
ing news was shortlived.
A few weeks later, Friends For
Life received somedisturbing news,
the HIV/AIDS service organiza—
tion‘s Ryan White II funds were
being cut by more than half, to
$357,000, which is a loss of
$511,000. _
"The Ryan White II funding to
Friends For Life was cut because
two additional cities, Baton Rogue,
La., and Indianapolis, Ind., became
eligible for the pot.of money (the
Emerging Community Fund) that
was originally set aside for Mem—
phis and Nashville only," said
Friends For Life Executive Direc—
tor Kim Moss.
According to Moss, the Ryan

‘clude:
The Positive Living Center was

moved to 28 North Claybrook in
March. "This will further consoli—

date the programs of —Friends For
Life and eliminate the cost ofrent

for the former site being used for
the PLC," Moss said..

The full—time PLC assistant,

funded by HOPWA, is being elimi—

nated and volunteers will be used
to‘staff this position.. The former
PLC assistant will become a case

manager in the TBRA housing pro—
gram.
In addition, Friends For Life,

due to the foresight of its executive
director, was able to channel unex—

pected funds in the current grant
period to help prepay expenses,

such as gasoline for the transpor—

tation program, food for the Food
Pantry and other

gram.

can.
Whose God

Do You

Serve?
The struggle for marriage equal—
ity is not new — but it is now more
visible. In 1969, I performed the first
With his endorsement of an anti—
same—sex
church wedding in the
gay Constitutional amendment,
U.S. at the predominantly gay Met—
President George Bush fired the
opening shot in a new culture war." ropolitan Community Church of Los
Angeles.
This new war — launched ironically
In 1970, MCC filed the first—ever
by the president who promised to be
suit against the
a "uniter, not a
State
of Califor—
divider" — has
nia seeking legal
Opinions expressed in
not only divided
recognition of
the larger cul—
editorials,commentaries
same—sex mar—
ture, but has also
and letters are those of
riages.
created a divide
In 1975, Met—
the authors.
between faith
ropolitan
Com—
groups.
munity Church —
Fundamentalist and conservative
performed the first legal U.S. same—
religious groups have become the
sex church wedding with a civil
foot soldiers in this new culture war
marriage license.
— a war in which LGBT families
In 2001, Metropolitan Commu—
are the declared enemy.
nity Church of Toronto filed the
How did this happen — after four
lawsuit that led to the legalization
decades of struggle, advancement,
of same—sex marriage in Canada.
and activism for our civilrights? It‘s
(My partner Phillip and I were
happened in part because the presi—
dent has blurred the lines that sepa— proudly married under Canadian
law in July 2003.)
rate church and state. (By the way,
In February 2004, I filed suit.
let me make a disclaimer: I am a
against the County of Los Angeles
strong believer in freedom of reli—
seeking recognition of legal Cana—
gion for LGBT people who wish to
dian
marriages and demanding the
free—
in
and
—
path
follow a spiritual
issuance of marriage licenses to
dom from religion for those who do
same—sex couples.
not.)
by Rev. Dr. Troy D. Perry

MY DECISION TO REMOVE
A WORKPLACE PROTECTIONS
mla
FOR GAY AND LESBIAN
hA
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES
WAS BASED ON MY
INTERPRETATION
OF THE 1978

ANTIBISCRLMlNATlON

(BUT THAT INTERPRETATION
WOULD LEAVE RELIGIOUS
MINORITIES VULNERABLE,
TOO, RIGHT? WHAT ABOUT‘
ATHEISTS—WICCANS—
x"
a]?B MOSLEMS—JEWS?

This year in San Francisco, Al—
buquerque and Portland, MCC
clergy have performed hundreds of
same—sex weddings with civil mar—
riage licenses. And every year, Met—
ropolitan Community Churches
across the U.S. perform more than
6000 same—sex weddings — mar—
riages that are blessed by God, but
still denied legal recognition by
most governments.
Perhaps the most worrisome part
of this debate is the president‘s re—
peated appeal to "protectthesanc—,
_ sity of mamage" "Sanctity" is word
with a religious connotation; it
means "holy or religiously sacred."
How in heaven did the current gov—
ernment get involved in that?
It‘s time we were all asking just
how much sanctity there is when the
law allows straight couples to marry
strangers on reality TV shows and
permits couples to be married in
'vethrough chapels with Elvis
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on the "sanctity of marriage"? How—
aboutﬁgﬁsmn of a Brituey
igh.e
Amendment?
>
There is a genuine socretal threat
that is far greater than any imagined
threat to heterosexual marriage —
and that‘s the current attempt by
fundamentalist religious groups to
impose their spiritual values on the
LGBT communities and in the law.
I‘ ve wrestled with this question:
What makes so many conservative
religious leaders support the denial
of our LGBT legal rights? As a reli—
gious leader who has worked for 35
years in the LGBT communities, let
me suggest that such views may
flow naturally from a flawed and
hegative view of God.
My longtime ministry with
LGBT people reminds me that there
is a deep well of spirituality in our
communities. The oppression and
rejection we‘ve experienced from
‘far too many faith groups has not
killed our spirituality — for many
of us it has served to deepen our
faith and strengthen our spiritual
lives.
The current culture war has only

I DO NOT BELIEVE
THERE SHOULD BE
PROTECTIONS FOR
ANY PERSONAL
@ TRAITS WHICH CAN
BE CHANGED,
SUCH AS
SEXUAL
PREFERENCE.

ALL IN
GOOD
TIME...

Over the past 35 years, I‘ ve offici—
highlighted the stark and opposing
ated at hundreds and hundreds of
views of God within our culture.
weddings for same—sex couples.
And for people of faith, how one
Every year, Metropolitan Commu—
views God has a powerful impact on
nity Churches around the world per—
one‘s worldview.
form more than 6000 gay: and
Believe me, there is a strong cor—
lesbian marriages. And this is my
relation between believing that God
testimony: In each and every one of
is harsh, controlling and vengeful —
those weddings I have sensed the
and a worldview that wants to con—
presence of Love Incarnate and wit—
trol people and impose its views on
nessed the depth of love present in
others. The church did this to Afri—
our community.
can—American people in defending
How odd — how perfectly odd
«slavery, onlylater to apologize and
— that fundamentalist Christians are __
confess its sin. Forcenturies, many
actively workingto destroy —our
churchesused the Bible to oppress
LGBT expressions of love and our
women, only latertoapologize and
commitment to one another. Maybe
confess its sin. Gay, lesbian, bi—
they should give a bit more thought
sexual and transgerg'der people are
to those bracelets that read, "What
still waiting for our apology and
would Jesus do?" And maybe they
confession
would benefit from a healthy dose
Many LGBT people of faith have
of "queer spirituality."
discovereki a very different God: a
In the current political debate, be
God of cfeatron love, diversity, joy
reminded that distorted views of
and hope.Many of us have discov—
God invariably lead to the distortion
ere/gﬁffod of liberation through
.of values and freedoms. It‘s time for
whom we integrate our sexuality
the current presidential administra—
and our spirituality. This faith view
tion to stop worshipping the God of
is so profound and positive that
political expediency — and take a _
many writers and researchers now
fresh look at the God of love and
refer to it specifically as "queer
justice.
spirituality." Is it any wonder there
And if political leaders insist on
is such a wellspring in our commu—
bringing their spiritual views to the
nity to expand freedom and to en—
public dialogue, maybe it‘s time we
joy the promise of liberty and
began asking them: Whose God do
justice?
you serve?
As a Christian, the greatest irony
[Rev. Troy D. Perry is a veteran
is that conservative Christians are
human rights activist and founder
using references to Jesus in their
of Metropolitan Community
anti—gay rhetoric. But here‘s what
Churches, the world‘s largest and
they fail to tell you: Jesus never once
oldest church group with a primary,
mentioned or condemned homo—
affirming ministry to the LGBT com—
sexuality. Not once. Not anywhere.
munities. Perry was the first openly
Somehow they left that bit of infor—
gay member of the Los Angeles Hu—
mation out of the discussion. Is it
man Rights‘Commission and apast
any wonder that one of my favorite
delegate to the White House Con—
bumper stickers says, "Jesus, deliver
ference on Hate Crimes. In 1969,
us from your followers."
~ Rev. Perryperformed thefirst same—
Here‘s what I do know: Jesus
sex church wedding in the U.S. and
spent a lot of time talking about love
in 1970 filed the first—ever lawsuit
— and that‘s something that‘s miss—
in California seeking legal recog—
ing in both the rhetoric and actions
nition of gay marriage. In July 2003,
of anti—gay religious groups.
Rev. Perry and Phillip Ray De
In my own faith tradition as a
Blieck, his partner of 18 years, were
Christian, we celebrate Jesus as
married under Canadian law.]
Love Incarnate. Love is the most
noble expression of spirituality.
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Mid— South area so they may
the Republican Party to gay
celebrate, affirm, and appreciate
people.
the lives of gay, lesbian, bi—
The "Uncle Tom" Republi—
sexual, transgender people, their
cans joined the anti—gay right
friends and their families.
and voted for their candidate,
Currently Mid—South Pride is
in the final planning stages for . George W. Bush. The Log Cabin
Republicans boasted that over 1
Pride 2004. Announcements
million gay Republicans voted
concerning Pride 2004 will be
forthcoming (by mid—May).
for Bush! Don‘t blame Nader
Mid South Pride would like
voters for Bush stealing the elec—
to invite you to join our Yahoo
tion from Gore, blame the Uncle
group at http://www.groups.
Tom Republicans.
y a h 0 0 .c o m / g r 0 u p /
Please stop playing the "vic—
midsouthpride this group will
tim" card, trying to position
keep everyone up to date on Mid
yourself between the gay left
South Prides plans, meetings,
and the "radical right." You are
and announcements. Please di—
the leader of a conservative (i.e.,
rect any questions to Mid—South
"right—wing") gay organization, —
Pride
at.
midsouthpride
supporting and urging the rest
@yahoo.com.
of us to support an anti—gay right—
Mid—South Pride

Mid—South Prid

— 1g n. coorer — 7 25.—05 21 — memrpnis, TN, B

The founders of Mid—South
Pride would like to extend a
huge thank you, for all the ef—
forts, energies, sweat, tears and
dedication to the Board of Mem—
phis Pride. The years of hard
work have been greatly appre—
ciated by many in the commu—
nity, but never expressed as they
should have been. Thank you!
The vision and spirit of Mem—
_phis Pride, can be felt and seen
in the new vision and mission of
Mid—South Pride. Mid—South
Pride is looking forward to
bringing, not only to the Mem—
phis GLBT community, but to
the entire Mid—South GLBT
community Pride events that
wing political party that wins
will unite the community, and
elections by bashing gays and
allow us all to show our pride.
lesbians. Quit whining and show
Why the new name Mid
»:—SOMC—DaCcKDORECs.==*.==
#
;p
South —Pride?"The"GEBT—com=*"
Tf you are going tojoin Withwea vores
the
Memphis
Log
Cabin
Repub—
munity has grown and today en—
the anti—gay right, supportanti— _
compasses a much larger area licans, complained in an: April
gay presidential candidates, and
than just simply Memphis. This letter to the editor that he had
larger community covers the tri— been "verbally attacked" and — urge gay voters to vote for an
anti—gay political party, don‘t
state areas of western Tennes— treated as an "unwelcome evil
see, northern Mississippi, and outcast" by members of our expect a welcome arm from
those of us who care more about
eastern Arkansas, from Jackson, community.
I recall that while campaign—
equality and social justice than
Tenn. to Jonesboro, Ark, from
Tunica, Miss to Dyersburg, ing for Al Gore during the 2000
getting a capital gains tax cut.
Tenn. Our community has presidential campaign outside a
So, Andrew, while the Mem—
grown, and Memphis has re— gay bar in Memphis that I was
phis Gay and Lesbian Commu—
mained the hub, or heart, of this "verbally attacked" by gay Re—
nity Center is obligated to wel—
Mid—South community. One of publicans who rejected all the
come you, the rest of us are not
Mid—South Pride‘s goals is to
evidence that Al Gore was a bet—
obligated to tolerate political _
foster unity and pride in our en—
ter candidate than George Bush
treason.
;
tire Mid—South community.
for gay and lesbian civil rights.
Jim Maynard
The mission of Mid—South
Memphis
Pride is to provide events and Bush, I was told, would be a pro—
gay
moderate
who
would
open
festivals to the people of the
(
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New HIV Test Is Leap
Forward for Prevention
and
children
are tounknowingly
in—
WASHINGTON
— Ais newly
fected,
according
the
Centersfor
approved
rapid
HIV
test
a
leap
Control
and
Prevention.
forward
for prevention
efforts,
the Disease
"HIV
testing
should
be rapid,
Human
Rights
Campaign
says.
accurateand
confidential,"contin—
The
Foodand
Drug
Administra—
ued Jacques.
"Bymechanism
offering a pain—
tion
announced
that thecanfirstdeliver
oral free
testing
and
rapid
HIV
test,
which
reducing
wait
time
for
results,
this
results
in
20
minutes,
has
been
ap—
new
test
could
increase
testing
proved
for
use.
®
rates."
"This new
is a vital
newinfections
tool forpre—
additionthattoCongress
testing advances,
venting
HIV
and
itadministration
is"Incritical
andpre—
the
getting
life—prolongingtreatmentto
fund
strategic
thosealready
infected,"
said
Cheryl
ventionJacques.
programs at the CDC,"
Jacques,
HRCshould
president.
added
Everyone
knowtheirsta—
"Infection
rates
ofandgayweandneedbi—
tus
tohealth
protectof their
their loved
own health
and sexual
men
are
rising
theSome
ones."
well—fundedto halt
science—based
ap—
40,000
people
are ap—in— proaches
this
alarming
fected
each
year
with
HIV
and
proximately 300,000 men, women trend."
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THE PILGRIM CENTER oat FIRST CONGREGATONAL CHURCH
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SUSAN
ﬁr MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law
266 S. Front St.
Suite 206
Memphis, TN 38103
527—7701

orm, focuses grelow gay,
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om Risto op living as warginal people, we dare totelebinte
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— June 6th
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Rev. Chery! Comishkicks off theforum bysharing herviews and
. experiences of how gays enrich society.
shame, and
Dr. Joel Chapman focuses on healthy shame,ourtoxic
as gay people.
gifts
ing
notshar
homophobia,. Ourreal shame Is

June 13th

A panel of staightand gay cMc leaders share howthet programs
promote emoflonal, social, and spirttual well—being.

Jure 20th

~

A

ll
I
Q O
Mo. UOWL

Leaders of Memphis Area GayYouth [MAGY} and gay and lesblan
parents focus on fostering self—worth in children.

June 270

f

9:00am to 10:00am
Pilgrim Meeting Room
First Congregational Church M
1000 S. Cooper St.

AdmigSion is {pree but seatingis limited. |
Call Joel Chapman at 844—4357 for reservations~. _ |
and further information. ||
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Tams
By Allen Cook
Once again let me thank all of
those who have called and writ—
ten inquiring about my partner
John‘s health. For those who don‘t
know, John Stilwell had a severe
stroke on Mar. 24.
John remains paralyzed on his
right side and is, so far, unable to
speak. In late April, he was moved
to a rehabilitation center where he
is getting speech and physical
therapy. He‘s a tough old coot (I
should know, we‘ve lived together
for 29 years), but it‘s going to be
a long haul at best.
:
The Mystic Krewe of Pegasus

Memphis is planning an unusual
event for June benefitting The
Matthew Shepard Foundation,
The event is being billed as
"Mid—South Idol" — patterned af—
ter American Idol, of course.
This talent extravaganza will
take place on two Fridays a week
apart — June 4 and June 11‘ — at
Madison Flame.
:
On the first Friday, all the en—
tries will be judged by the audi—
ence and whittled down to 10

finalists. Onthe second Friday, the
finalists will be judged by both the
audience and a panel of judges.
WMC‘s Kim Clark has signed on
as one of the panelists (Paula
Clark? Kim Abdul?). The winner

Massage Sherapy

An important component of your wellness program
relaxation — stress relief — rejuvenation

will receive a $500 prize for his
or her efforts.
Entrants need not be solo art—
ists. The entry fee is $25 for indi—
viduals and $35 for groups. As far
as talent is concerned, they are tak—
ing all genres— live vocal, stand—
up comedy, lip sync, etc. Routines
are limited to five minutes, how—
ever.
The nights are bemgco—hosted
by Alison Tate and Ashley
La‘ More.
The word has been spread to
Jackson, Miss. and Tenn., as well
as Little Rock and as far north as
St. Louis, so the field of talent
should be good.
Admission is $5 on each night.
~ For more info, contact Terry at
662—781—9633
or
e—mail
ashleylamore @yahoo.com.

An silent auction beneﬁtting the Memphis Gay and sbian Community
Center was held at the Uptown Square Apts..on April 3.
¥.
I remember seeing The Produc—
ers (the movie) a number of years
ago, but I don‘t remember many
gay references in it. OK, Dick
Shawn as the director was a little
fey, but hey, he was an artiste.
Maybe it was just the times
wouldn‘t allow it to be as overt as
the stage show is.
The basic premise of the show
(for the straight people and lesbi—
ans reading this column) is that
two Broadway producers seeks to
stage the worst possible play with
the worst possible director so the
show will flop and they can pocket
the backers‘ money. In fact they
sell 1,000 percent of the show, so
if the show succeeds, they
are ru—

whole

have

Do you like to bowl, but been
intimidated by the thought of
bowling in a league? Summer is
the time to "test the water" with
Memphis‘ low—competition, non—
sanctioned, handicapped league!
What does this mean? Low com—
petition means that there are no
prizes for coming in first, second
or last. Non—sanctioned means
you don‘t have to join the bowl!—
ing association (saves you
money). Handicapped means that
the playing field is leveled be—
tween the better bowlers and the
beginners!
This 12—week season will be—
gin bowling on Wed., May 12, at
Jommedisesis<+>
Well, the director in themusi—
For more information on how you
can join this fun league, contact cal farce that recently played the
Marty at 289—4626 or e—mail Orpheum is gay with a capital
marty@spit.ce.
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Gay

Day Set for

Gay Marriage Forum

Dollywood Theme Park
GDDW, LLC in conjunction
with other sponsors would like to
welcome you to the second an—
nual Gay Day at Dollywood on
Sat., May 22, from 9 a.m. until 8
p.m. Dollywood does not spon—
sor or endorse this event.
Gay Day at Dollywood made
its debut last year as the finale of
events for the East Tennessee
Pride Festival in Knoxville. It
had more than 1,300 participants
in the park, most wearing red
shirts.
This is the second year of the
event which started the same way
Gay Day at Disney began more
than 12 years ago, when many
friends gathered at the park the
first year. It is hoped that many
will come out for this year‘s
event and help it continue to
grow as Gay Day at Disney has
over the years.
Dollywood is home to many
rides, including the Mountain
Sidewinder and Tennessee Tor—
nado coasters to name a couple.

Gay B—ball

There are lots of rides, shows and
entertainment, plus you can see
Smoky Mountain Home, a two—
room replica of Dolly Parton‘s
childhood home.
The color for this year is red.
Following the tradition of Gay
Day at Disney and other success—
ful Gay Day events at parks across
the nation, the organizers ask that
everyone turn out in the brightest
red shirt that they have, The hope
is to flood the park with a sea of
red shirts.
Tickets are $42.50 for a one—
day admission to the park. (Ticket
prices are subject to change with—
out notice from Dollywood.) Gay
Day at Dollywood is a time for the
GLBT community to come to—
gether as one and enjoy good mu—
sic, food, fun and fellowship with
one another.
For more information contact
us or visit the GDDW website that
is currently under construction at:
www.gaydaydw.com .

The newly—formed Memphis
Memphis Gaymes, October 2—10.
Gay and Lesbian Basketball
Five teams are ready to play.
League began competition Fri.,
Spectators are urged to come out
April 16; atthe YMCA off Walker: ~and cheer them on. The league‘is
by the U of M campus.
planning to join the Gaymes com—
The league was successfully
petitions later this year.
organized by Herschel Stokes,
If you would like more infor—
member of the Planning Team of
mation, contact Herschel Stokes
the upcoming second annual
at 336—8454

Gay Pride Event
Approved for Dayton
Commission voted to begin re—
searching how to make homo—
sexuality a "crime against nature"
in the county. The action received
national attention. The commis
sion rescinded the vote two days
later.
%
Dayton, about 30 miles north
of Chattanooga, annually com—
memorates the 1925 trial at which
John Scopes was convicted of
teaching evolution at the public
high school. The verdict was re—
versed on a technicality, and the
trial became the subject of the
playand movie Inherit the Wind.

‘Lesbian Couples Social
Group in

ing to get politcally involved and
I
vote to stop the Republican

Party‘s
on gay and les—
ly
% assaults
ass:
bian civil rights.

J

Participants at the "Gay Marriage and the 2004 Election" forum
held April 15 included (I—r) LGCJ Co—Chair Sheila Archer, Thyron
Coleman, Jim Maynard of Stonewall Democrats, Dr. Arnold Drake
of PFLAG and: Rev. Tim Meadows of Holy Trinity Community
Church.

ATTENTION TRIANGLE JOURNAL READ
ERS!
WARNING! Don‘t Even Think About Speaking To A Dentist ... Until
You
Know The 10 Questions You MUST Ask A Dentist BEFORE Choosin
g One!

League Started

DAYTON, Tenn. (AP) — A
gay pride event has been ap—
proved for May 8 by the town
best known as the site of the 1925
Scopes "monkey" trial and in the
news recently for a county effort
to outlaw homosexuality.
Dayton officials said Apr. 16
they had agreed to plans to use
the public Point Park for the
event. A parade has been can—
celed because of space and secu—
rity concerns.
Event organizer Kristie Bacon
could not be reached for com—
ment.
In March, the Rhea County

Thé Memphis Lesbian & Gay
Coalition for Justice and the
Stonewall Democrats co—spon—
sored a forum on "Gay Marriage
and the 2004 Election" at the
MGLCC on Apr. 15. _
Thryon Coleman and Jim
Maynard expressed reservations
about the political motivations
and timing of the gay marriage
issue, and the importance of other
issues like workplace discrimina—
tion.
;
Rev. Tim Meadows also had
reservations about the govern—
ment being involved in mar—
riages, gay or straight.
All panelists agreed that re—
gardless of their views of mar—
riage, the LGBT community must
stop the Federal Marriage
Amendment and other right—wing
attacks on the civil rights of gay
and lesbian couples.
They encouraged those attend—

Held at MGLCC

Memphis, Tn — If you are currently looking
Detect the Good
for a new dentist, then you must read this
From the Bad!
article, as it may be the most important thing
you‘ve ever read! When it comes to selecting
Until now, no one has been upfront, bold, and
the right dentist, most people find themselves
honest about what is REALLY going on when you
wall; into a dental office. So, here‘s the truth most —
confused, frustrated and feeling like they‘re
taking
a
stab
inthe
dark!Aftera
Fr
dass
—
ll,als who taught
Acai.
;.
bles

How To Choose The
Right Dentist?
It‘s a tough choice for most of you, because
none of us are taught the TRUTH about the .
advancements in dentistry, let alone how to pick
theright one to help you out and to make sure
.you are getting one that is up to speed with all
the training in pain free methods, cosmetics, and
latest advancements dental implants and denture:
If you‘re like most people, you‘re scared and
nervous, wondering things like:
do I know this person is really any
good?
« How can I tell before I walk in, if it‘s going to
be a practically pain free experience?
* Is he/she an expert at cosmetic dentistry?
*+ What questions should I ask them?
« Should | believe their suggestions?
° Are they just trying to sell me or get me to «
spend more money with them?
e>
—
* Will this person rip me off?
<
* How muchsay do | have when it comes to
making the best decisions for my own
dental health?
:
« Will I have ALL the options to weigh before
making decisions?
:
| And the list goes on! Admittedly, how to choose
the right dentist for you and your family is harder
| than knowing you need to choose one in the first
place! In fact, one of the biggest questions
people face is:
How To Know if They‘re Working In
YOUR Best Interest Or For Their Own
Best Interest!

|

Formative Stage

A social group for lesbian ~entertainment
If you are interested, contact
couples is forming at MGLCC
MGLCC Vice—President, Heidi
The focus will be on alterna—
Williams. —
tive opportunities for fun and

This may not surprise you, but there are some
people out there who are working for their own
greedy personal gain, at YOUR expense! This is
disgusting and it‘s wrong, but it happens. It‘s a
reality we all have to accept. The truth is there
are as many good dentists as there are bad
ones, Just like in any profession. The task for you
is to know how to...

regardless of size
the local newspaper, the primary internal focus is
on selling as much of their services as fast as
they canwhether you actually need them or not.
Period. The real way they operate is a well kept
secret that they don‘t want you to get clued in on.
And please understand, there‘s nothing wrong
with many of these services, or with you being
sold on choosing them. The real problem is HOW
you‘re sold, HOW they deliver advice, and what
their real motivations are. If someone explained
how it REALLY works a lot of the time, you might
be shocked.
FREE Report Reveals The
10 Questions You MUST Ask!
After all; choosing a dentist may be one of the
most important decisions you‘ll ever make for you
and for your family! Picking the right dentist can
help you, and picking the wrong dentist can be a
big and painful mistake! Make sure you know
which is which! You cannot afford to take any
chances. You need to be sure to use someone
who will be right for you!
To get your FREE REPORT called "10
Questions You Must Ask BEFORE You Even
ThinkAbout Choosing A Dentist! How To
Get Pain & Anxiety Free Dental Care," and
learn the secrets some dentists don‘t want you to
know, call the TOLL—FREE 24 hour Hotline
1—866—430—6995 tor a Free no
OBLIGATION RECORDED MESSAGE and
request Free Report #2005_! Your Free copy of
this eye opening report will be sent to you
immediately. Call NOW! Armed with this free
report, you‘ll have the ammunition you need to
make sure you deal with someone who is right for
you, and has YOUR best interests at heart! Don‘t
e left in the dark any longer ... call NOW!
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Judge Strikes Down Oregon
Law That Blocked Marriages
_
of Same—sex Couples
| WASHINGTON — A statejudge struck Rights
Oregon. The case is expected to be
appealed.
| down
an Oregon law Apr. 20 that blocked . — "This is a truly historic day for all of
same—sex
couples from marrying and or— the lesbian and gay people of Oregon, but
1 dered the state
to recognize the 3,000 mar—
for the 3,000 couples who have
riages of same—sex couples that have especially
already
married
here," said Roey Thorpe,
already taken place in Oregon.
executive
director
of Basic Rights Oregon.
Multnomah County Circuit Judge Frank
you already know in your hearts
Bearden also issued a 90—day stay on mar— that"While
you are married, an Oregon court has
riages of same—sex couplesuntil the Leg— just taken
a giant step toward making sure
islature could decide how to treat the the state treats
couples in the future — by extending mar— other marriages."your marriage just like all
riage or adopting a system like Vermont‘s "We hope the appeals court recognizes
civil unions.
marriages, and only marriages, pro—
"Judge Bearden recognized that Oregon that
vide
equality for same—sex couples,"
can‘tdifferentiate between opposite—sex and addedtrueJacques.
same—sex couples when doling out the rights "Vermont‘s civil unions were a great
of marriage," said HRC President Cheryl step forward, but they provide only a lim—
Jacques. "To do otherwise would be funda— ited
portion of rights. We are hopeful that
mentally wrong."
will give same—sex couples equal
The decision came in a case brought by Oregon
to marriage — and all the rights it
the American Civil Liberties Union on be— access
half of nine same—sex couples and Basic bestows."
Conservatives Testify Against
Changing Constitution
WASHINGTON — Several high—profile the grandeur of having a Constitution in the
conservative Americans testified at a Con— first place," said former Rep. Bob Barr, R—
gressional hearing inopposition to changing Ga., who penned the Defense of Marriage
the U.S. Constitution.
: Act.
At the House Judiciary subcommittee Sen. Hanesadded: "Ourgoalasconserva—
hearing around a constitutional amendment tives should be—to avoid creating needless
tobanmarriageforsame—sexcouples,former division, and instead let the people alone
Congressman Bob Barr and Wyoming State build their communities without federal in—
Sen. John Hanes — both Republicans — terference." As chairman of the Wyoming
rejected tampering with the Constitution. SenateJudiciaryCommittee,Hanespresided .
"*We all share the ideology that the Con— over hearings earlier this year to consider a
stitution shouldn‘t be tampered with," said Wyoming ban against recognizing the out—
HRC President Cheryl Jacques. "The con— of—state marriages of same—sex couples — a
servative leaders who testified today proved measure he later voted againstand helped to
that this amendment is opposed across the defeat.
Rep. Jerrold Nadler, D—N.Y., is the rank—
political spectrum."
This was the first hearing in a series ofat ing Democrat on the subcommittee and is a
least five to be held inthe House Committee strong opponent of the amendment. Nadler
ontheJudiciary‘s subcommitteeontheCon— was joined in opposition by fellow Reps.
Tammy Baldwin, D—Wis.; John Conyers, D—
stitution.
"If we begin to treat the Constitution as Mich.;Bobby Scott, D—Va.;MelvinWatt,D—
our personal sandbox, in which to build and N.C.; and Adam Schiff, D—Calif.
destroy castlesas we please, we risk diluting
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Enter Lambda Legal Lawsuit That Seeks
Marriage for Same—sex Couples in New York State
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is not among those states.
An

sex couples equally without allow—
ing them to marry," said

Lambda

amendment

Constitution

to

that

the

has

federal

been

pro—

posed and introduced in Congress

higher health care costs because the

Cathcart. "As the Massachusetts high

would ban marriage between same—

two

court recently said, anything else is

sex couples and

separate and separate is not equal."

other protections for couples.

cannot
and

marry;

and

Daniel

Curtis Woolbright,

of three

years who

a

Legal

about doing so without the

Executive

Other

would

Director

than

That

Massachusetts

(which is set to begin issuing mar—

could also

amendment

has

block

ignited

controversy even among some con—

riage licenses to same—sex couples

servatives

this spring), no state allows same—

and because of the extreme nature

because

of

its

breadth

sex couples to marry. Last summer,

of amending the nation‘s founding

2000, New York City has the larg—

Canada began issuing marriage li—

document.

est percentage of same—sex house—

censes to gay couples, and recently

wAccording to the U.S. Census in

Cirque

End

by

du

HIV

Soleil

ANGELES

to

Pay

$600K

Discrimination

Former

LOS

—

Performer

Lambda

Cirque du Soleil

to

Complaint

—

will

host annual

cisco,

Los Angeles

and

Orange

Legal announced Apr. 22 that Cir—

anti—discrimination

que

sions for all of its employees world—

people—signed petitions

wide

letters to Cirque du Soleil to com—

du

Soleil

will

pay

a

record.

$600,000 to end an HIV discrimi—
nation

complaint filed

former

who

because

he

was

has

by

fired

HIV.

a

last

The

per—
year

settle—

ment ends a nationwide campaign
.and a federal disability complaint
filed

by

Lambda

Legal

on

behalf

of its client, Matthew Cusick.

and

will

zero—tolerance
crimination
other

to

will

the

ses—

adopt

policy

based

disabilities.

Cirque

training

a

toward

on

For

HIV
two

ensuring

Several

thousand
and

sent

dis—

plain about Cusick‘s firing. Cirque
du Soleil also came under fire from

years

that

Calif.

and

have its records open

EEOC,

County,

the

company is in compliance with the

local

governments

with

the

San

Francisco Human Rights Commis—
sion launching its own discrimina—
tion investigation.

agreement.

Some

of the

nation‘s

most ac—

"This is a huge victory for work—

Lambda Legal filed the federal

complished performers, artists and
celebrities joined the campaign and

ing people with HIV because it tells

discrimination complaint with the

employers that there‘s a steep price

EEOC in July 2003 against Cirque

spoke out against Cirque du Soleil

to

du Soleil on behalf of Cusick, who

for

was fired because he has HIV.

Nathan Lane, Chita Rivera, Rosie

pay

for

HIV

discrimination,"

said Hayley Gorenberg, director of
Lambda Legal‘s AIDS Project and
the lead attorney on the case. "This

Before
Lambda

filing

Legal

the

complaint,

attempted

to

per—

firing

Cusick.

O‘Donnell,

Bebe

They

include

Neuwirth

and

Tony Kushner. The Pulitzer Prize—

kind of discrimination still happens

suade Cirque to change its position

winning

all

and policy voluntarily.

America, Kushner said, "The story

across

the

country,

and

the

record—setting settlement will have
ripple effects nationwide."
According to Lambda Legal, the
agreement
settlement

is

the

largest

ever for

an

public

HIV—dis—

Although

the

company‘s

own

author

que du Soleil

perform

cent

show

the

Mystere,

Las

Vegas—based

Cirque

management told

du

Cusick

Soleil

that

be—

Angels

in

of Matthew Cusick‘s firing by Cir—

doctors had cleared him to safely
for

of

chapter

history

is only the most re—
in

the

long,

of discrimination,

dismal
but

it‘s

especially shocking and disgrace—

crimination complaint settled with

cause he has HIV he is a "known

ful

the

safety

company

about the AIDS epidemic manifest

would not continue to employ him.

in 2004 by an organization with so

Equal

Employment

Opportu—

nity Commission.
"When I was fired by Cirque du
Soleil, it was the worst day of my

hazard"

and

the

The EEOC investigated Cirque
du Soleil for several months before

to find

bigotry

and

ignorance

many connections to the perform—
ing arts."

life. Today is nearly the exact op—

ultimately

posite because I stood up for what

"reasonable

I knew was right and changed one

[Cirque

of the world‘s mostpopular enter—

against

tainment companies," said Cusick,

charged him because of his disabil—

settlement covers future earnings,

who described the Cirque position

ity, record of disability, and being

since

as a "dream job" for any gymnast.

regarded as disabled." The EEOC

against Cusick over the last year led

"This

kind

of discrimination

tears people‘s dreams and careers
apart.

While

other

people

sorts of professions will
HIV

discrimination,

in

all

still face

after

today

finding

du

cause
Soleil]

[Cusick]

then directed

a

that
to

there

was

believe that

in

legal

costs for

Lambda Legal with the rest of the

when

money going to Cusick. Part of the

mediation,

it

dis—

which

a

Cirque‘s

public

hostility

him to decide not to return to work
for the company. "I wish none of

Lambda Legal and community
launched

$40,000

discriminated

led to this agreement.

leaders

The settlement of $600,000 in—
cludes

nationwide

this had ever happened, but if it had
to happen I‘m

glad

it ended

with

campaign against Cirque du Soleil

such a strong settlement that will

they will have a powerful tool with

late

impact

the settlement we reached."

over several months with protests

said. "I look forward to opening a

outside Cirque shows in San Fran—

new chapter in my life."

Under the settlement agreement,
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married

Mexico,

Kevin

worry

901—372—8588 : Fax 901—388—0785

also

(briefly)

New

son; Michael Elsasser and Douglas

Robinson, a couple of 17 years who

protections of marriage.

1245 Sycamore View, Memphis, TN 38134

have

County,

Thirty—eight states explicitly ban

like to start a family someday but

7YuletideNZHE

New Paltz and

Sandoval

same—sex couples from marrying or

couple

&

state—

counted

Portland,

out New York State. City and state

Reyes

delivery are the demands we placed on
ourselves to help establish Yuletide as the
office supply leader in the Mid—South.
Contact us about your office needs today.

together;

Census

elected officials in San Francisco,

46,490 same—sex couples through—

Kennedy

Q9

live

2000

country,

country‘s

three—year—old

protect their

the

the

help

couple of 22 years who have to pay

Supply on Demand.
Since 1972 ‘Yuletide has succeeded in
meeting the demands of Memphis arca
businesses. 24—hour customer service. on—
line accounts. and fast "to your door‘

couples

in

of the

wide,

ing

_

city

percent

of six years who seek to marry to

protections after successfully rais—

Christian Church
2489 Broad Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
901—452—6272
(Adjacent to the Post Office)
KYLEPASTOR
DEAREN SundayServices:
10AM and GPM
also Wednesday at 7PM
A Powerful Place to Belong...

of any

8.9

last

year,

which

intensified

other companies,"

Cusick
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Childrenof Gay Parents Say They

Do Just

Fine

myself about it."
couldn‘t sleep over because
whether gay marriage should be likely to be gay than those from
. Back at the Levine—Ritterman
Emily‘s mother was gay.
straight families.
legalized and whether gay families
home
in New Haven, Maya is
"That‘s
when
it
kind
of
hit
me,"
However,
Judith
Stacey,
a
pro—
are healthy environments for chil—
speculating about what she might
Horne said. "What? Is this not
fessor of sociology at New York
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) —
dren, children like Maya — esti—
say to President Bush if she had
right? Not normal?"
University, reviewed the research
When Maya Levine—Ritterman was
mates are that there are between 2
the chance.
Her
brother,
Patrick,
who
is
available about children of homo—
million and 7 millionof them in the
a very small — and very verbal —
"I would say I have two moms,
19,
said
the
divorce
was
always
a
sexual
parents
and
did
find
some
girl, she would tell almost anyone
United States — are defining the
and I would stand up for all their
bigger issue for him than finding
individual studies that point at what
who‘d listen about her two
territory.
rights," she said.
out that his mother was gay.
she calls "modest but interesting"
"I‘ m tired of the arguments over
mommies.
_
She would tell the president
Occasionally,
he
said,
children
differences. These studies, she said,
She would be sitting in the cart
whether it‘s ‘good‘ for children,"
that
her family is exactly like any
at
school
—
particularly
in
are
small
and
not
conclusive
but
at the Stop & Shop and tell the
said Jessica Horne, who was 16
other, except she has two moth—
middle school — might tease him
may suggest areas for future study.
cashier, "This is my Mommy Barb,
when her mother, Peg, came out as
ers instead of one.
or joke about gay people, but he
A few studies suggest that les—
but I have another mommy at home
a lesbian after a divorce. Her
"What‘s the big deal? We‘re
and his friends settled that
bian parents tend to be more egali—
mother has been with the same
with my brother, who is taking a
just
the same," Maya said.
quickly.
tarian
and
gender—neutral
in
their
. partner, Maryann Otto, for almost
nap."
It‘s a feeling that Jessica
"I really didn‘t have to say
child—raising techniques. These
nine years.
That was when she was 3 years
Horne shares.
anything because I‘ ve got all my
parents tend to share child care and
"Family and love is about sup—
old. Now she is 8, and she has
"When you hear Bush talk
friends behind me, and we‘d just
work outside the home in a more
port, honesty and trust," said
learned to be a bit choosier about
about
protecting our families —
kind
of
look
at
the
guys,"
said
equal
way,
according
to
this
re—
Horne, who is 27 and lives in
whom she tells about her mothers,
who‘s protecting my family? I
Patrick, who is about to go to cu—
search.
<p
Unionville. "All those things are in
Barbara and Robin Levine—
don‘t really think anyone is,"
linary school. "It‘s not anything
The boys inthese families "were
my family."
Ritterman, and her brother, Joshua.
Horne said.
to worry about. I don‘t worry
less aggressive, more tolerant,"
During the last 25 years, there
"I don‘t tell right away," says
said
Stacey.
"The
girls
were
more
have been many studies of children
Maya, who has two thick, long
self—confident, with a wider sense [
raised by homosexual parents, and
braids, a hamster named Misty and
of career perspectives."
almost all of them have shown no
a love for Harry Potter. "I wait to
Aghia letlcs pi
Horne said that when her mother
© significant differences between
see how we are getting along."
(t
first came out as a lesbian, she was
children raised in straight families
Maya, who lives in a brick ranch
PALM&TAROTCARDREADINGS
surprised and a bit overwhelmed.
house in a residential section of and those raised in gay families,
hls
20 Years Exp. — 100% Accurate
"I can‘t say the thought didn‘t
*New Haven, has learned that while
experts say.
Reveals Past, Preseat & Future
cross my mind: What does that
"The results of the research have
she loves her family and sees lots
(oly
Including Specializing In Reuniting Loved Ones
mean
for
me?
You
know:
Does
that
been pretty reassuring overall,"
of advantages to having two
I Guarantee to Help You With All Kinds of
50
mean I‘m going to be a lesbian?"
said Charlotte Patterson, a psy—
mommies, there are those who
Problems
No
Matter
What
They
Are
0
But after talking with her
chologist and researcher at the Uni—
think it‘s not normal to have gay
mother and reading materials, she
versity of Virginia. Children —
parents. There are children who
VOTED#1 PSYCHIC READER IN MEMPHIS
knew, "No, you‘re not what your
whether their parents are straight
will say — she mimics their mix
NOT JUST ACCURATE BUT AMAZING!
parents are. You learn from your
or gay — have very much the same
of shock and tease — "Oh, you
901—722—8262
parents. ... You need to be open and
levels of achievement, social ad—
have two mommies?!" or "That‘s
honest with yourself, and I know
._ Call Now!
impossible; you can‘t have two justment and mental health. Most
«_ iH
Maake) ss =~»
studies also show>— thoughthe I‘m not a lesbian."
moms," or "That‘s gross," or "You
It was a problem only once,
research is more scant — that chil—
must have a dad."
when a grade—school friend said she
dren in gay families are no more
While the debate rages over
~—1/2 off wik this Ab __]
By Kathleen Megan
The Hartford Courant

Memphis Softball Teams Head to
Birmingham for Tournament Action
By Chuck Saylor

_

The Southern Shootout softball
tournament is one of the longest—
running annual gay tournaments in
the country. In its 22nd year, there
were a record 49 teams from across
the country.
Memphis was well represented
with three teams, The Barflies,
Neons and Backstreet teams all
"hopped" down to Birmingham on
Easter weekend to participate.
All tournaments are divided into
divisions A, B, C, D representing
the experience level of teams and
players. Each of the local teams
played in different divisions of
play— Backsteet (B), Neons (C),
and Barflies (D). All teams play
two "pool play" games with oppo—
nents drawn at random for seeding
or ranking purposes based on wins,
losses and runs scored.
The Backstreet team played in.
the B division for the first time,
going 0—4 for the weekend while
playing teams from Atlanta, Hous—
ton and Tampa. Lack of hitting
with runners in scoring position
and spotty pitching sealed the
team‘s fate on this weekend, but

overall the team showed signs of
being able to compete at future
tournaments.
The Neons, playing in C divi—
sion, faired well with this division
which had the largest number of

teams entered. They went 1—4 play—
ing teams from Atlanta, Birming—
ham, Orlando and Ft. Lauderdale,
with the most exciting game being
a 12—11 victory over the Sliders
from Birmingham. This game saw
several lead changes from begin—
ning to end and was tense from the
first pitch to the last out.
The Barflies made their first trip
to Birmingham a memorable and

exciting one for players and their
fans coming out of the losers
bracket and placing fourth in the
D division, having to play five
games in a row on Sunday. They
played teams from Atlanta, Bir—
mingham, Nashville, Orlando, Ft.
Lauderdale and Tampa. The teams
hitting, pitching and defense was
clicking on all cylinders for this
tournament, according to coach
Steve.
"Michelle pitched great all
weekend, we played well defen—
sively not making many errors and
I‘m most grateful for all those who
‘stuck around Sunday cheering
them on," he said
With a history of great fun and
exciting games, Birmingham is.
known for rain during the tourna—
ment. This weekend was no excep—
tion. As Saturday night darkness
fell so did the rain through part of
the night and into Sunday morning.
Congratulations to all the teams
who attended. While representing
themselves and Memphis, they are
showing that the Bluff City Sports
Association softball league is back.
Special congratulations to The
Barflies for their fourth place finish.
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Mid—South Criminal
Defense Firm, PLLC
. ~www.midsouthcriminaldefense.com
1509 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104

(901)

276—5100 _

A criminal charge can have a drastic effect on
your life, job and family. For free legal advice
concerning your case, call today.
Claiborne H. Ferguson
Senior Member
Rhodes College, B.S. _
MS College School of Law—
Magna cum laude
soe
Certified DUI Technician
Nat‘! Assoc. Crim. Def. Lawyers
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Julianne Moore,

Cherry Jones,

Sex And The City,

Espanol Honored at 15th Annual

Award honors a member
of thea
NEW
YORK
—
The
Gay
&
mediacommunity
who
has
made
LesbianAllianceAgainst
Defama—
significantdifference
in promoting
tion
(GLAAD)
honored
Julianne
—
equal
rights
for
lesbian,
gay, bi—
Moore,
Cherry
Jones,
In
the
Life,
sexual
and
transgender
people.
and
the bestandintheater
journalism,
film;,
"Ijust
wantaward,
to say and
thankforyoubeingso
television
at
the
15th
much
for
this
Annual
GLAAD
MediaAwards
at there forall of us, and making our
NewAtYork‘s
Marriott
Marquis.
world
a better
— said
and inmuch
fairer
the
ceremony,
Far
From
—
place,"
Moore
accepting
Heaven
director,
Todd
Haynes,
theAlso
award.at the ceremony, Glenn
presented
Julianne
Moore
with
GLAAD‘sTheExcellence
presentedTony
Award.
Excellence inin Media
Media Close
ning actress
Cherry Award—win—
Jones with

L
p
m
a
C
on
ny
Ca
CA
RFor.MenintheOzarks,Ava,MO
And Resort _pg Ulld
tus

—tub/sauna,themeweekends,seasonalRVsites,cafe,
FullRVhookups,tentsites,cabins, lodgeroom,hot
conveniencestore.ClothingOptional.
Newfor2004,25X50°pool
Callusat417/683—9199andcomecheckusoutat
www.cactuscanyoncampground.com

GLAAD

Media

People en

Awards

GLAAD‘s Vito Russo Award,
which honors an openly gay or les—
bian member of the media commu—
nity for their outstanding
contribution in combating ho—
_mophobia.
"I am truly, deeply honored by
this award tonight," Jones said dur—
ing her acceptance. "I‘ve always
said that I came out of the womb a
happy little homosexual. For me,
being a lesbian has never been a

burden it has been a great pleasure."
Surprise guest, musician, pro—
/ ducer, and fashion designer, Sean
("*P—Diddy") Combs presented the
|
award for Outstanding Reality Pro—
gram to Bravo‘s hit series, Queer Sean ‘P Diddy" Combs presented the award for Outstanding Reality
Eyefor the Straight Guy. In his re— Program to Bravo‘s Queer Eye for the Straight Guy at the 15th Annual
marks, Combs said, "This year, GLAAD Media Awards on Apr. 12.
even more gay and lesbian charac—
ite gay character or openly gay per— Cantone (Sex and the City); Sam
ters took center stage in reality pro—
sonality from the world of enter— Champion (WABC—TV); Phil
gramming. What does this show
tainment. The winner — Bianca Donahue and Marlo Thomas; Pe—
America? It shows America that the
from All My Children — was se— ter Gaitens (Flesh and Blood);
reality is we all have a gay or les—
lected from voters in more than 20 Mariska Hargitay and Chris
bian friend or family member. And
countries. Actress Eden Riegel, Meloni (Law & Order: SVU);
that every person in America, no
who plays Bianca Montgomery, Moises Kaufman (The Laramie
matter their race, religion or sexual
Project); Judith Light; Cynthia
accepted the award.
orientation, is key to making our
Guests at the after—party enjoyed McFadden (ABC News); Kim—
country great and must be included
the music of renowned DJ Junior berly Newsom (Court TV);
equally."
Vasquez. Other guests and present— Cynthia Nixon (Sex and the City);
The winner of the first people‘s
ers at the event included: Ted supermodel Ines Rivero; Ben
choice award in GLAAD Media
Allen, Kyan Douglas, Thom Shenkman; Christopher Sieber
Awards history, the Favorite Out
Filicia, Carson Kressley, Jai (It‘s All Relative); Doug Wright (I
Image of 2003 Award, was also
=Iannounced. With the help of
—
Rodriguez (Queer Eye for the Am My—Own—Wife); and indepen—
found—
Straight Guy), Chris Beckman dent film producer Chrrstme
ing sponsor Absolut Vodka,
(Real World Chicago); Mario Vachon.
GLAAD promoted an online poll
in which fans voted for their favor—

Agency Reinstates
Protection for Gay Workers
35
By
Aparna
H.
Kumar
sis.
gates and prosecutes claims of dis—
"Itisthe
policyofthisadminis—
Associated Press Writer tration
crimination against federal work—
that
discrimination
in theof ers and job applicants.
E
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
The
federal
workforce
on
the
basis
Bloch, a Bush appointee who
agencyemployeesfrom
charged with protecting
sexualScottorientation
is prohibited,"
took office in January, had said
federal
bias
in
the
said
Bloch,
the
head
of
the
earlier this year that sexual orien—
itsorientation.
policy Apr. agency.
tation is not covered as a "conduct"
8workplace
toBowing
includerevised
sexual
The
OSC
was
created
by
under the law. The agency removed
to
pressure
from
the
references to sexual orientation
._ cial
WhiteHouse,theOfficeoftheSpe—
from its web site and complaint
Counselanti—discrimination
reinstated the long—
forms in late February.
standing
An outcry from Democrats in
policy,
which
it
had
puton
hold
in
Congress and gay—rights groups
February pending a "legal analy—
over the rule change prompted a
Federal
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\
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24 Hours a Day
— Computer Voice—Mail and Live Operator
‘, Information for Memphis—area Gay Clubs,
Organizations, Counselors, Nightclubs,
Restaurants and more!

)

the
1978 Civil Service Reform Act,
which bars discrimination "on the
basis of conduct which does not
adversely affect the performance of
the employee or applicant or the
performance of others." It investi—
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public rebuke by the White House.
"OSC has always enforced
claims of sexual orientation dis—
crimination based on conduct,"
Bloch said. "Based on its review,
OSC has concluded that such au—
thority exists in cases other than
actual conduct when reasonable,
grounds exist."
Cheryl Jacques, president of the
Human Rights Campaign, a gay—
rights organization, said, "This is
an encouraging sign and we look
forward to the restoration of full
protection."

r

ne meses

Denial of Marriage
Righ ts Costs Mass
achusetts Couple
s

Thousands of Dollar
s

Per Year,

Report Finds
BOSTON — As millions of
couples, often at times of family
we‘ve been paying into our entire riage, but
civil unions will not give potential to access
married couples were signing and
tragedy and loss. This report quan—
these protections
lives," asked Hyde. "As Massa—
gay
couple
s access to a single one." in the future. However, if
sending off their tax returns prior
tifies the cost to two Massachusetts
same—sex
chusetts residents, all we want and
Given the passage of the federal couples are only
to the April 15 tax—day deadline, a
gay and lesbian families."
allowe
d
to form
what we deserve is equal treat—
Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) civil unions,
groundbreaking report released by
"We‘re going to use these hard
under the current le—
ment."
in 1996, which allows the federal gal framew
the National Gay and Lesbian Task
data to convince our state legisla—
ork they will not be able
Another couple profiled in the
government to withhold recogni— to access any
Force Policy Institute reveals that
tors not only that the economic
federal benefits or
report is Thorsten Behrens and tion from
same—sex marriages per— protections."
same—sex couples face widespread
impact of denying gay and lesbian
Christopher Schiebel, who are rais— formed
in any state, in the short run
economic disparities and hardships
couples equal marriage rights is
The report was authored by
ing Christopher‘s two children
same—sex marriages in Massachu— Terence R. Doughe
because they are denied equal mar—
real, but that civil unions are no
rty, an attorney
from a previous marriage.
setts will not be recognized by fed— with Patterson,
riage rights.
substitute for full equality," said
Belkna
p, Webb &
Thorsten is the main breadwinner,
eral bureaucracies.
The report takes situations com—
Sue Hyde, a Cambridge parent.and
Tyler LLP, a prestigious 168—law—
and Christopher earns significantly
However, many believe DOMA yer firm based
monly faced by Massachusetts
the Task Force‘s New England
in New York City.
less than Thorsten. If Thorsten died
to
be
unconstitutional, and it is pos— The firm was ranked
couples and examines the eco—
field organizer.
number one.
after the two were allowed to le—
sible that in the future DOMA will in the nation
nomic benefits afforded tomarried
Hyde noted that information
for
the
pro
bono con—
gally marry, Christopher‘s Social
be struck down or repealed. I
couples compared to those avail—
from the report will be used to edu—
tributions of lawyers in 2002.
Security benefit would be $1,533
"While married gay couples in
able to same—sex couples. Two
cate members of the Massachusetts
To download a free copy of the
per month ($18,396 per year). Be—
Massachusetts may not be able to full report,
same—sex couples residing in Mas—
legislature during the coming year
log on to the National
cause they cannot marry, however,
immediately access those federal Gay and
sachusetts are profiled to show the
as part of a comprehensive effort
Lesbia
n Task Force pub—
Christopher‘s Social Security ben—
protections," Cahill said, "if they lications
real—life costs to them and their
to kill a proposed amendment to the
librar
y at http://
efit would be only $303 per month are allowed
to marry they have the www.TheTaskForce.org/li
children of not being able to marry.
state constitution prohibiting same—
brary
($3,636 per year), a disparity of
Entitled "Economic Benefits of
sex marriages. (The legislature ap—
$1,230 per month ($14,760 per
Marriage under Federal and Mas—
proved the measure by a five vote
year). Likewise, upon retirement,
sachusetts Law," the study is the
margin on March 29, but it needs
Thorsten and Christopher‘s com—
first comprehensive analysis of the
Susan K. Mah, LCSW
to be approved by the legislature
bined monthly Social Security re—
disparities gay couples face in fed—
again in 2005 before it is placed on
tirement benefit would be 25%
eral and state income tax, Social
the ballot in 2006).
Gay—friendly counselor
higher ($461 more per month,
Security benefits, gift tax, estate
One of the couples profiled in
spec
ializing in depression, anxiety,
$5,532 more per year) if they were
sexual
tax, worker‘s compensation, and
the report, Donna Triggs and
legally married.
adb
use recovery and relationship
line—of—duty death benefits. It was
Donna Moore, both 54, pay $2,177
issu
es.
The report underscores that cre—
— authored by Terence R. Dougherty,
(13 percent) more each year in state
Conf
iden
tiality assured.
ating civil unions for same—sex
an attorney with Patterson,
and federal income taxes than a
couples, which is being advocated
Insurance and sliding scale acce
pted.
. Belknap, Webb & Tyler LLP.
married couple earning the same
by the leadership of the Massachu—
It is the first of five economic
amount because they cannot file a
setts legislature, falls far short of
studies to be produced by the Task joint return. The analysis also finds
providing benefits equal to those
901—752—1110
Force Policy Institute analyzing
that if Ms. Triggs died as a result
enjoyed by married couples.
states that are at the epicenter—of of an injury at work, her spouse
"Becauseso many ‘importantfi— —
the national dialogue concerning
would receive $884 per week
nancial rights and responsibilities
equal marriage rights for same—sex
($45,968 per year, up to a maxi—
— like federal income tax and So—
couples.
mum of $207,722) in workers‘
cial Security benefits — are fed—
compensation benefits. Because
"Same—sex couples pay more in
eral protections based on marital
taxes and get fewer protections and
Ms. Triggs and Ms. Moore cannot
status, civil unions do not and can—
benefits in return," said Matt Fore—
now marry, however, Ms. Moore
not provide anything remotely re—
man, the Task Force‘s executive
would receive zero workers‘ com—
sembling what comes with
director. "These injustices aren‘t
pensation benefits.
Memphis‘ Fun
marriage," said Sean Cahill, Ph.D.,
hypothetical — instead, they are be—
"Why should we have to pay
direct
or
of
the
Task
Force
Policy
ing inflicted
Card & Gift Shop
more in taxes while being cut out
now on hard—
Institute. "There are 1,138 federal
working, tax—paying Massachusetts
of the social safety net programs
protections associated with mar—
INZ & OLMZ

Student‘s Work Ba
nned from Art

|
—

Pesson, describing herself as a
lesbian who grew up in the South,
says her art reflects her interest in
queer theory, the study of gay and
lesbian roles in society and history.
Cynthia Thompson, director of
exhibitions, said the gallery com—
mittee
originally approved
Pesson‘s work for display.
In a reversal apparently
prompted by the media coverage,
vice president of academic affairs

(901) T28—6535
Ken Strickland told Christopher
Blank of The Commercial Appeal
"when it became clear that (the de—
cision) was misunderstood to be an
issue of censorship — which is not
something the college ever en—
gages in — it was reconsidered."
All the artists‘ works were then
reinstalled and the exhibit closed
with a reception with the artists on
Apr. 21.
%
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Exhibit; Students
Protest

Little art was to be found Apr.
9 at the Memphis College of Art‘s
student exhibit afterartists pro—
tested the removal of another‘s
work.
The main gallery‘s walls were
nearly bare after a student was
forced to remove her artwork from
a collective exhibition, and others
volunteered to keep their work out
of the show.
Seven other of the 12 student ex—
hibitors, all candidates for the Mas—
ter of Fine Arts degree, took down
their work in a show of solidarity.
Hillary Pesson, 24, had her work
in the college‘s main gallery when
she was asked to remove it because
it depicts nude women wearing
sexually oriented devices.
Pesson said. she was told that
"some faculty and students were
offended."

S53 S. Cooper

Mon. Sat 10amerm «Sun. /6om.

327—8400
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Six Same—sex Couples Challenge
Florida Ban on Gay Marriage

By Catherine Wilson
Associated Press Writer —
MIAMI (AP) — Six same—

magiage li—
censes sued Apr: 15 in an
attempt to overturn state laws
banning gay marriage, joining
the national fray onthe divisive
social issue in a politically piv—
otal state.
The state Circuit Court suit
was filed in Key West, a gay
enclave far from Tallahassee
and the Republican—dominated
statehouse. Gov. Jeb Bush,
brother of President Bush, sup—
ports a 1997 state law that de—
fines marriage as a union
between a man and a woman
and bans the recognition of
same—sex marriages performed
elsewhere.
A similar lawsuit was filed in
Fort Lauderdale in February,
and court challenges are under
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sex couples denied

way in six other states.
— "A group of same—sex fami—
lies came forward out of noth—
ing more than their love for each
other and their desire to be mar—
ried, and challenged the state‘s
ban on their marriages," said
Stratton Pollitzer, regional di—
rector of Equality Florida,
which helped file the suit.
"We‘re here to stand with
them."
&
The Rev. Geoff Leonard—
Robinson, pastor of Key West‘s
Metropolitan Community
Church, is one of the plaintiffs.
He said he and his partner lose
their sense of security when they
leave "wonderfully accepting" .
Key West.
‘"We don‘t feel comfortable
holding hands for fear of being
verbally and even physically ha—
rassed," he said. "Part of the rea—
son I think people are
comfortable demonstrating their
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bigotry is because our state gov—
ernment fosters it through dis—
criminatory laws."
Joan Higgs, who sued along
with her partner Sandra Carlile,
said, "We want to be like every
other couple on our street and
want to be married."
Four other Monroe County
couples and one from Miami
Shores are named in the lawsuit.
Alia Faraj, Bush‘s press sec—
retary, said he believes in the
sanctity of marriage between a
man and a woman and supports
current state law.
JoAnn Carrin, spokeswoman
«for the attorney general ‘s office,
which must defend the lawsuit,
said there would be no comment
on it until attorneys have time
to review it.
3
The lawsuit was filed on the
day federal income tax returns
were due to call attention to a
requirement that legally married
gays must file as single taxpay—
ers, which Pollitzer called "a
terrible indignity."
The case was assigned to Cir—
cuit Judge Richard Payne, who
allowed a medical—necessity de—
‘\ fense—in a marijuana sales case
that prompted prosecutors to
drop charges in 1997.
‘"What we do hope is that,
should a court rule in favor of
these families, counties across
Florida will begin to issue mar—
riage licenses, and we certainly
hope for that outcome,"
Pollitzer said.
State laws passed in 1997 and
during the heyday of anti—gay
rights leader Anita Bryant in
1977 are under challenge as dis—
criminatory violations of
Florida‘s equal protection, due
process and privacy rights.
While 38 states ban same—sex
marriages, the national land—
scape is in flux on the issue.
Massachusetts is planning to
train city and town clerks to is—
sue licenses to gay couples
when same—sex marriage be—
comes legal next month under a
court order. Vermont allows
same—sex civil unions.
The California Supreme
Court is being asked to rule on
the validity of 4,000 same—sex
marriages performed in San
Francisco earlier this year.
On another gay—rights front,
a federal appeals court rejected
a challenge to Florida‘s ban on
gay adoptions in January.
Florida is the only state that bans
gays from adopting.

MGLCC Announces
Lavender U.
MGLCC and Lavender
University have boldly under—
taken a mission to offer a col—
lege—like curriculum of
courses that will aim to im—
prove the lives of Memphians
through education and inspi—
ration.
Lavender University is of—
fering the following Spring
2004 courses:
¥ Gays and Society
¥ Queer American
Literature Heritage
¥ Digital Photography
Course Descriptions
Gays and Society
Coordinator:
Dr. Jennifer (Jenny) Stone
This is a survey course ex—
amining various aspects of re—
lationships between gay
people and U.S. society. In—
cluded will be topics regard—
ing these relationships in the
following areas: history, psy—
chology, biology, religion,
sexual identity, coming out,
homophobia, lesbian and gay
male subcultures, relation—
ships, and life challenges and
how lesbians and gays might
deal with these challenges.
Guest speakers include Joel
W. Chapman, Ph.D. and Heidi
Levitt, Ph.D.
Eight weekly Tuesday ses—
sions from May 4 to June 22,
7 to 8:30 p.m.
¥
Queer American
Literature Heritage —
Instructors:
Jason Ezell and
Nathan G. Tipton

Schedule
This courseis designed to
offer students an entry point into
American GLBTQ literary heri—
tage. Students will study two
major literary modes: narrative
(fiction) and lyric (poetry), and
engage these texts through dis—
cussion, based on a range of lit—
erature representative of
American queer communities
and literary forms. The course
will follow a linear historical
format, and the instructors will
teach alternating class sections
(such that students will discuss
fiction one week, followed by
poetry the next, and so on).
Eight weekly Thursday ses—
sions from May 6 to June 24, 8 —
to 9 pm
¥
Digital Photography
Instructor:
Dr. Herb Zeman
This overview course exam—
ines digital photography inside
and out in just two meetings.
Topics to include digital tech—
niques, determining what func—
tions to consider for your next
camera purchase, manipulating
images inside your personal
computer, and a hands—on visit
to Overton Park to put your
newly acquired digital camera
skills into action. Bring your
camera and laptop (if you have
one).
Saturday, May 22 and Satur—
day, May 29 from 2 to 4 p.m.

For more information, call
the Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center at 901—278—
6422 or the community center‘s
web site at mglec.org/lu.
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Friends For Life Has Award—
winning
The first quarter of 2004 has
making her nomination of the
been award—winning for Friends
program. "Feast For Friends
For Life as three honors have
brings a cross section of people
been bestowed upon the HIV/
from professionals, senior—aged
~ AIDS service organization— two
volunteers and the homeless to
from Hands On Memphis arid
college students and parents and
one from The American Asso—
children together to serve and
ciation of Webmasters.
share a meal.
On Feb. 7, Friends For Life‘s
"I went back time and time
Feast For Friends program was
again because of the community
honored by being named the win—
at these dinners," she continued.
ner of the Tour Guide Award
"We talk, laugh, eat and learn.
from Hands On Memphis. In ad—
There are many misconceptions
dition, John Carter, a dedicated
about Feast For Friends. We are
Hands On Memphis volunteer
not a soup kitchen. We are a
who also works with Feast For community dinner where people
Friends, received the Hands On
wear name tags and use each
Memphis Visionary Award for other‘s names. We have a chef,
his work through Feast For appetizers, salads, entrees and
Friends..
desserts. We know each other‘s
Hands On Memphis is a non—
faces, share stories and unfortu—
profit organization that has pro—
nately, sometimes loss."
vided volunteer opportunities for
"Last week a client brought a
the Memphis community for school newspaper with an article
more than a decade. Both nomi—
on her daughter. One volunteer
nations were made by Alice
lives in the projects and still finds
LeVieux Donohoe, director of a way to share her life with oth—
the education and community ers," Donohoe‘s nomination
program at The Orpheum, who
read. "Vincent is homeless, and
also serves as the lead volunteer
I‘ve seen him every other week
from Hands On Memphis for for almost fouryears. I cannot
Feast For Friends.
put into words what this project
"When I returned to Memphis
of Friends For Life truly is for
four years ago, Feast For Friends
me. It is as big and confusing as
‘was my first regular volunteer
life, but at the same time, inti—
commitment," Donohoe said in
mate and nurturing like a family.

First Quarter

My place is behind the counter at

Friends volunteers," she contin—

St.

ued. "When he is there, every—

John‘s

Church,

(United

where

or just because the site was sub—

thing runs smoothly because we

held the second and fourth Mon—

work as a team because of our

days

as

history at this project. His com—

"This

cheesy as it sounds, this project

mitment to Hands On Memphis

program

that

is the most rewarding volunteer—

and this project is strong, solid

websites

based

ing

and heart—felt."

I‘ve

each

ever

dinners

cause someone knew someone,

are

of

the

Methodist

month)

and

experienced

be—

cause it‘s real life, issues, people

The third award Friends For

and it is truly a community.

...

Life recently received was for its —

"Friends For Life should win

outstanding website,

because

www. FriendsForLifeCorp.org.

treat

they

everyone

Donohoe

value
with

wrote.

projects focus on
viduals

life

and

respect,"

"All

The news of the award came

their

from

making indi—

part of the

community

read,

Friends

webmaster

and

For

agency

has been honored with the Gold

"Johnny

is

was

a

he continued.

truly

competitive

honors
on

quality

design

and

content."

Reed has volunteered

countless

hours

create and

to

totally

reconstruct,
redesign

the

Friends For Life website, all of
which made this award possible.
According
Association

to The American
of

Webmasters

Awards Committee, "We see all
the hard work and dedication that

"The Friends For Life website

As for Donohoe‘s nomination
it

Reed,

volunteer.

own individual place."

Carter,

Kevin

Life‘s

and help them find a place, their

of

located at

mitted, or because it just serves a
specific group,"

you

have put

into constructing

your website and your efforts are

Award from The American As—

well deserved. Yoursite displays:

sociation of Webmasters," Reed

Excellent Design and Layout of

amazing. Let me start by saying

wrote. "The Gold Award is the

Website, with quality content and

when he comes, he takes out the

top level of honor. Our site was

informative information for your
visitors."

garbage at the end of the night,

reviewed by a panel of website

which, when you serve a three—

professionals

from

course meal to 60 to 120 people,

country,

they

is a lot of trash.

and

across
scored

the

The American Association of

and

Webmasters Awards are prima—

rated our site based on an exten—

rily

anticipates

sive list of qualities that distin—

recognition

what to do, like a spill — he‘s on

guish true professional websites

designers who have shown out—

it; talks to the clients by name;

from others.

"He

makes

pitches

us

in;

laugh;

and

is

a dear

"Unlike

friend to all the regular Feast For

designed
to

to

supply formal

webmasters

and

standing achievement in web de—

many

awards,

this

sign content and creativity.

award is not just given out be—
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Two Boys Recommended
Her sharp observations of the come between them. Nationalist
Cheryl Peck‘s first book, is a col—
of family and militias — some aristocratic, some
lection of humorous, if all too real, emotional responses
friends resonate in the hearts of all working class — begin recruiting in
short stories highlighting memories
who ever considered their own anticipation of an uprising against
of her life. A self—described
British rule (and conscription
lives mundane.
"woman of size," Peck deftly illu—
As candid as Erma Bombeck, as against Germany).
minates life as a smart—mouthed
The local Catholic curate is
amusing as Armistead Maupin, as
lesbian from a big family in the
own by a new priest whose
overthr
weighty as Peck herself on the day
Midwest.
she became an "inspirational god— favoritism of the Gaelic language
Sound like something hard to
dess" at the gym, Fat Girls and and culture upsets daily life and
identify with? Absolutely not. The
Lawn Chairs is a sweet read— mi— politics.
beauty of Peck‘s self—deprecating
New divisions among the social
nus the lo—cal sugar substitute.
humor is the way she beautifies all
—Reviewed by classes exacerbate the already grim
imperfect beings (and
Heidi Williams disparity between rich and poor,
one might guess that
even though both sides often share
she sees just about ev—
beds. When Doyler cannot afford
¥
eryone as imperfect in
to accept his scholarship and join
Jamie O‘
some way). It‘s like
lured
At Swim, Two Boys Jim at college, he is quickly
life as Margaret Cho if
powers
the
against
fight
to
isn‘t nearly the spicy, ~away
she‘d been born in
family in the
Danielle Steele— that have kept his
Iowa. Her musings on
slums.
wannabe that the title
softball games gone
Only an unlikely ally, the
suggests. A love
tragically wrong; get—
affluent Anthony
story of two 16—year— charming and
ting literally thrown
who has just re—
rough
MacMur
old boys set in Ire—
into the deep end; and,
a hushed prison
from
home
turned
land in the early
of course, being
"of the Oscar
being
(for
sentence
1900‘s, O‘Neill‘s
trapped in a lawn chair
to shield the
works
sort"),
Wilde
story is a multi—lay—
serve to relieve any
romance from all
innocent
boys‘
reader whose own life experiences ered crosshatch of vivid characters who would destroy it — including
set against a remarkable wartime
ended in lost pride.
himself.
Peck‘s prose comes in colorful tableau.
Readers shouldn‘t be intimi—
Jim,
the
son
of
a
middle—class
splashes like paint blotches on a
dated by the frequent changes in
canvas telling just enough to make shopkeeper, becomes the "pal 0°
dialect (or the 500+ pages). This
you laugh out loud. But when you me heart" to Doyler, whose desti— book is worth it. It‘s Angels in
connect the dots, you find a story tute father served in the army with America meets Portrait of the Art—
that is earnest and thoroughly hu— * Jim‘s father. Doyler promises to ist as a Young Man. If gay litera—
man. Peck seems to enjoy acknowl— teach Jim to swim in the ocean ture was allowed in schools, this
edging, for example, that memory planning to work up to swimming one would be on the AP English —
is imperfect and that what we think to th: Muglins, a rock off the coast, reading list.
___ we remember might just be as — if by Easter.
~Reviewed byJohn Devin
Then the entire world seems to
not more — important than reality.

and At Swim,
Fat Girls and Lawn Chairs
By John Devin

Stop! Put down The da Vinci
Code. Step away slowly. Now run
for your life. Let‘s face it — sum—
mer is not the time to try and fig—
ure out if Jesus married Mary
Magdalene, especially through the
course of a thin—plottedsuspense/
thriller. Be different, I beg you,
from the herds of Bartlett house—
wives who will spend. their sun—
shine months bleaching their
brains, poolside, with any such
tawdry, written-for-the—screen

tales. Those looking to beef up their
gay summer reading lists might
choose either of the following se—
lections. Both books are sleepers in
their own right: truly great stories
to be read and reread although, un—
fortunately, neither will create
havoc in the popular fiction world.
MGLCC vice president Heidi Wil—
liams joins me in reviewing Fat
Girls and Lawn Chairs by Cheryl
Peck and At Swim, Two Boys by
Jamie O‘Neill.
¥
—
Fat Girls and Lawn Chairs,
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New Board Members at
Community Center
At the recent MGLCC Board
Meeting, the following individuals
have been appointed as members—
at—large pro—tem to fill vacant po—
sitions on the board until the
general elections in July: Noel
Troxell, Brandon Cole, Diane

Thornton, Marty Katz and Nick
Bayles
These appointments are subject
to ratification at thenext two Town
Hall Meetings. GET DATES OF
TOWN HALL MEETINGS if they
haven‘t occured.

WWWLMEMPHISTRIANGLEJOURNALCOM

Sheridan” Lambe, Lcsw

MGLCC Shows
Volunteers Love
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center will launch a
program to regularly show its vol—
unteers that it appreciates theiref—
forts.
f
The first of its monthly Volun—
teer Appreciation Nights will oc—
cur Sat., May 1, at 6 p.m. _
"We hope you canjoin us for a
tacodinnerwithall thefixin‘s ... at
MGLCC," said Center President
Len Piechowski.
"Mark your calendars ... we‘ll
be expressing our love and appre—
ciation for our volunteers on the
first Saturday of every month,"
Piechowski said.
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deepening attachment as Bud‘s dis—
vides plenty of suspects and a plau—
enchantment with the town‘s power
sible enough crime scenario, which
structure grows.
&
_ will leave most readers as bewil—
Kensington Publications and St. dered as Robert is, until Monette
ABOUT
BOOKS
Martin‘s Minotaur beat out Alyson
reveals the truth. But the campy
in the men‘s category, each with
antics of the principals, plus the in—
two
nominations.
The
first
of
terplay
between the long—suffering
by Shannon Yarbrough
Kensington‘s is Bourbon Street Robert and the shallow Michael,
Blues, by Greg Herven. It intro—
supply the most interest. Fans will
duces Dick Dansoir, personal
be glad to see Robert hook up with
emerges from prison after serv—
Lambda Nominees
trainer and occasional go—go dancer
ing a 12—year reduced sentence,
teddy—bear cute Marc Baldwin, who
at the boys‘ barsin the Big Easy.
bravely lures the killer to his house
having turned state‘s evidence
at the climax, though they‘ll have
against her right—wing militia fa—
Certainly Not a Mystery
to wait until the next installment to
ther. But if she thinks she has
ger. It‘s the weekend of the Dinah
see whether the romance survives
This year‘s Lambda Literary
found freedom to start over in a
Shore golf tournament, the wildest
Awards are still over a month away,
Robert‘s return to New York.
changed world, she is mistaken.
Blind Eye, by John Morgan Wil—
so there‘s still time to catch up if women‘s sporting event in the world,
Almost immediately she is re—
son, is the first of St. Martin‘s two
when thousands of lesbians from
you haven‘t read all (or any) of the
cruited as an informant. Her job?
nominations. Wilson was certainly
around the country descend on the
finalists yet. Last month, I took a
To track down her father who is .
ahead ofthe news curve when he
small desert town of Rancho Mirage
look at the gay fiction finalists, my
still at large and living under—
invented a Pulitzer Prize—winning
and take over.
favorites and not—so—favorites. This
ground. She knows that as soon
reporter disgraced and fired for in—
At a pre—championship party, a
month I wanted to delve into the
as she makes a move, she will
venting sources. Now, in his fifth
mystery categories for both men
capsized tray of champagne serves to
set off an alarm, and her father‘s
book about Benjamin Justice, Wil—
introduce Lillian to a top LPGA star,
and women.
minions will begin tracking her.
son again mines recent headlines,
and Lillian leaps into a sizzling ro—
Alyson Publications dominates
Equally well—trained as a soldier,
sending his wounded hero on a
both mystery categories with three
she hopes they will lead her to
quest for the Catholic priest who
total nominations, two in the
her father, and she can have her
molested him when he was 12 years
women‘s mystery and one in the
ultimate revenge against the man
old. It‘s a viable idea, and the HIV—
men‘s mystery categories.
8
she has hated so long.
positive Justice has some interest—
Epitaphfor an Angel, by Lauren
Closing out the women‘s cat—
ing edges, but the author seems
Maddison, is the fourth book in her
egory is The Woman Who Found
determined to test him — and his
popular Connor Hawthorne series,
Grace, by Bett Reece Johnson,
He is irresistible, especially for a
readers — .with so much high—im—
all published by Alyson. Connor
published by Cleis Press. Grace
guy whose real name is Milton ~ pact paranoia that the story quickly
Hawthorne and Laura Nez travel to
"Killer" Frost, a gorgeous and
goes over the top.
"Scotty" Bradley. Of course, he
Boston to attend the funeral of
seemingly ageless platinum
keeps in shape, which helps as the
St. Martin‘s second book in the
Catherine Pettigrew, the mother of
blonde, has spent the last 30
category, also the last of the nomi—
book‘s wrong—man—in—the—wrong—
Connor‘s college friend and former
years in a mental institution for
nees, is Dead Egotistical Morons,
place—at—the—wrong—time plot un—
lover, Grace. Connor‘s attention,
chopping up two of her women
folds.
by Mark Richard Zubro. Boys4U
‘however, is quickly diverted by the
friends and shipping them off in
is the hottest thing going. The teen—
A friend and client turns up shot,
presence of her own mother,
a steamer trunk. Now she is re—
aged girls love the boys in the band
execution style, in front of his place.
Amanda, with whom Connor has
leased back into society — and
Add a mysterious computer disk
(which is always a clear indication
not spoken in years. Matters take a
unexpectedly into the arms of in—
found in his dancing boot, an at— of how their gay fans feel about
horrifying turn when the limousine
ternational artist—turned—sleuth
them). On the last night of a sold—
tempted mugging, an eerily attrac—
carrying Amanda and Grace‘s aunt,
Cordelia Morgan, whose own
tive stranger who claims to be FBI,
out world tour, the backstage of
~~~Florence Pettigrew, careens off the
shadowy past is closing in on
Fore River Bridge and plunges into
Chicago‘s brand—new arena is filled
and his home being trashed by a
her. This is the third novel in the
Molotov cocktail —and a gorgeous
the water, killing all the occupants.
mance without a second thought. But acclaimed Cordelia Morgan
with staff, fans, groupies and label
executives.
go—go boy must get help. He turns
her superstar athlete has a secret:
Joining forces to investigate the
mystery series.
But all the action is taking place
to his attorney brother, Storm (his
Someone is quietly terrorizing her.
deaths of Catherine, Florence and
In the men‘s mystery cat—
Lillian, eager to help, goes undercover
in the dressing room showers. And
sister is Rain), for advice, then risks
Amanda is the stalwart cast from
egory, Alyson‘s book that‘s lead—
it‘s not good. The lead singer has
everything by assisting the Feds in
as a high—profile reporter, an unhinged
the previous Connor Hawthorne
ing the way is It Takes Two, by
preventing the destruction of New
mysteries, including Connor‘s fa—
nun and a professional caddie while
been shot in the back of the head at
Elliott Mackle. The scene is post—
close range. No one heard a blast,
Orleans, a horror Scotty has fore—
ther, Benjamin; FBI agent Ayalla
uncovering disturbing layer after layer
World War II Fort Myers, Fla.,
and the only people in the high—se—
seen in visions (forgot to tell you:
Franklin; and Washington, D.C.,
of her lover‘s past. Who is the stalker?
where local statutes prohibit
curity area were the other guys in
he is "gifted" with sporadic psychic
police captain Malcolm Jefferson.
The lickspittle agent? The fierce rival? gambling and "mixed—race"
the band. Now, as the press runs
powers, too). Dashing Dick saves
As the crew digs deeper and deeper, The alcoholic mother? Finally, with
serving staff in hotels, and same—
the day and who could ask for any— . with the shocking news of the sen—
its investigation reveals a special
violence erupting at every turn, Lillian
sex love is a felony. So what is
thing more?
f
sationalistic murder, Chicago Po—
gift shared by the Pettigrew women,
uncovers her lover‘s final horrifying former navy lieutenant Dan
Wearing Black to the White
lice Detective Paul Turner and his
dependent upon a mysterious and
secret. And it is not at all what she
Ewing, manager of the Caloosa _
partner, Buck Fenwick, are on the
powerful pendant, for which every—
thought. Once again, Elizabeth Sims
Hotel, doing in bed with former Party, by David Stukas, alsoby
Kensington is next in line. Mystery
case — and about to discover the
one from a flashy funeral home di—
has crafted a nail—biting thriller, fea—
marine sergeant and present Fort
buffs of all sexual persuasions will
many skeletons hidden in Boys4U‘s .
rector to a hired hit man to one of turing her oh—so—human amateur de—
Myers P.D. detective Spencer
closet. I don‘t see this one coming
Hitler‘s own cronies is willing to
tective, that sizzles and zings and has
"Bud" Wright? Well, uh, trying find much to amuse in Stukas‘ third
novel to feature gay straight—arrow
out on top, but it‘s still a fun read
risk their lives. What is the nature
readers laughing through their shiv—
to solve the mystery of bullets
Robert Wilsop and his narcissistic
for those of you who are into boy
of the amulet called la voleur ers.
3
that have killed two men—one
sidekick, Michael Stark. The boys
bands.
d‘ ames (literally, the thief of souls)
Closing out the women‘s mystery
black, one white—and a cross
are looking forward to Rex
I predict that Alyson has the
and can Connor harness its energy
category are three small press books,
burnt by bed sheet—wearing lo—
Gifford‘s Red Party, which prom—
greatest chance of taking home the
before those who might use it for but they are definitely good reads that
cals on the Caloosa‘s grounds.
award for best women‘s mystery,
ises to be even bigger than the
evil? As Connor and Laura dis—
may prove to be ‘butch‘ competition
What might the connection
White Party on the gay party cir—
but I would leave it up to
cover, the future of humankind
for Alyson‘s two nominated publica—
between the murders and the
Kensington or St. Martin‘s to take
hangs in the balance. _
tions. The first one is Cry Havoc, by
cross burning be? Trying to cuit, but soon after arriving in Palm
Springs, they learn that their host
home the trophy for best men‘s
The other Alyson title in the
Baxter Clare, published by Bella
whitewash them seems to muddy
mystery. The votes will decide at
has been receiving threatening let—
women‘s mystery category is
Books. It is the story of lesbian detec—
waters already thick with blood,
the 2004;Lambda Literary Awards
tive L.A. Franco who is on the case so Dan and Bud undertake their ters. Could the sponsors of the
Damn Straight, by Elizabeth Sims,
White Party be jealous? After sur—
being held in Chicago on June 3rd.
also part of a crime detective series.
when a corner hustler turns up dead
own exploration. Meanwhile,
Good luck to all the nominees!
It‘s the second installment in the
with a headless rooster in his lap. She
Dan, though plagued by night— viving a falling palm tree aimed at
Shannon L Yarbrough lived in
Lillian Byrd series. After her nar—
delves into a realm of darkness in a
mares of floating bodies and lost his bedroom andan exploding gas
Memphisfor six years. He now lives
grill, Rex ends up anelectrocuted
row brush with death in Holy Hell,
battle against Mother Love — a re—
loves, has come to terms with his
in St. Louis, Mo., and is the author
corpsefloating in his swimming
you would think Lillian Byrd would
nowned psychic, crack dealer and
homosexuality, unlike Bud, still
ofthe book The Other Side of What.
pool:
&
have learned to keep her head
Santeria priestess.
struggling with denial. Mackle
Questions or comments about these
Fortunately, Robert‘s best
down, but when a friend in crisis
Owl of the Desert, by Ida _. focuses this mystery on the
books or others you have read?
friend, 6‘4" lesbian Monette, shows
calls from Palm Springs, Lillian
Swearingen, published by New
men‘s relationship, using the de—
Contact
Shannon
.at
up in time to help solve this and a
jumps on a plane and wings her way
Victoria is Swearingen‘s first novel.
tails of the mystery and the
—
za
from Detroit to California and dan—
It is the story of Kate Porter who cover—up to illuminate their second murder. The author pro— «MisterYarbs@msn.com.
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Out to Eat with

Mule:

Molly‘s La Casita

_

For this month‘s urban outing, _
we selected Molly‘s La Casita on .
Madison Avenue, the venerable:
bastion of cold margaritas and salsa _
loved by Memphians for decades!
It was a cold drizzly night and
with caution we maneuvered the
quaint brick walkway to enter in the
rear. My friend Laura often com—
ments on the slopes in the floor and
all the steps inside Molly‘s... and
she is not kidding! After a few
margaritas one has to exercise
some caution maneuvering inside
the place as well!
We were greeted at the door
by a pleasant young lady and told
her we were expecting six for
smoking section. Smilingly she re—
turned and said, " It will be a few
minutes, please wait." Almost im—

smiling, and asked if we were ready
to order. We informed him that we
wanted to visit a bit please. Ap—
\ proximately two minutes later,
there he was again. "Ready to or—
der now? Appetizers?" Strike

mediately we were approached by
Three!
We finally got to sit over a
another hostess who "barked",
"How many?" Before we could
cocktail and some great chips and
even answer her that we were be—
cheese dip (I prefer the white ver—
ing helped already, half the sen— — sion, creamy and light, with an
tence was spoken to her back!
edge of tanginess), but most of my
strike one.
party preferred the yellow cheese
We waited in the bar and found
which packed a jalapenoey kick to
the atmosphere; the bartender
it. Once again, enter Mr. NoPer—
Conan; and the margaritas all to our sonality waiter... in exasperation
immense liking. The service was we all gave up and skimmed
friendly, efficient, genuine and
through the menu and ordered
and
visiting
some
After
us.
courteo
without really getting to read it
drinking, it occurred to us that
thoroughly.
surely we should have a table by
— The food arrived rather quickly,
now. True enough, the rest of our
hot and fragrant. As far as Ameri—
party had been seated in non—smok—
canized Mexican food goes,
ing. Strike two.
b
Molly‘s is right there with the best
Before ave could even sit down
of them! My chile rellenos stuffed
and open our menus completely, a
waiter appeared, brusque and non—
Wellness

Free

Personals

Personal ads are afree service to our readers = Please limit
ed in
them to 30 words or less. We request that ads be submitt
time
writing via postal or e—mail. Ads will generally run one
Jour—
e
Triangl
only, but may be resubmitted each month. Mail to
nal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111 or e—mail them
t may
to memphisTJN@ aol.com. Ads deemed too explici
be edited.
ROOMMATES

WANT TO MEET

Asian—American Female, 25:
Roommate(s) Wanted.Very..
«Jooking: for friends, «club hopping,":
nice2—storyhomelocated:ina quiet
cove in the Southwind area (near _ movies and enlightening conversa—
tion. Open to male, female, gay,
Hacks Cross and Nonconnah
straight or bi, very open—minded.
Pkwy.). Big fenced backyard, in—
Race is no issue. If this sounds like
ground pool and hot tub for your
you and you like to make new friends,
use. Two bedrooms available (one
is huge). One is $500 a month and — then e—mail me at goddess_kami@
hotmail.com
the bigger one is $600, plus one
third
utilities
and
cable.
GWM, 49, 6‘1" would like to meet
RoadRunner available. Looking for
another GWM 50—60 years of age
a GWM nite—ow! type of guy. Some—
who would like to start a friendship
one that‘s up all night, like myself
and possible lead—up to long term.
(due to myjob). ME: GWM, 41yo,
Mail me at: Lewis Lee, P.O. Box 41,
nice looking, easy—going, great per—
Kenton, TN 38233 or give me a call at
sonality, neat, clean. Need
731—665—6644 from 6pm—10:30pm.
roomie(s) commited to move in by
GWM wouldlike to meet another
June. One year‘s lease. If inter—
GWM
from age 37 to 47. I have brown
ested, send e—mail to Southwind
hair and hazel eyes and have a hairy
Roomie@aol.com. Check the pro—
chest. My weight is 250 and | like
file for more info and pixs.
cooking, movies , enjoy being with
GWF, 49, quiet, non—smoker
someone. | like to go to the clubs. I
seeks same to help share 2 BR
drink some, dine out. I smoke some—
modern and clean apt.w/balcony
times. Call Jimmy at (901)—604—6236.
next to Overton Square. $250/mo.
I will be waiting.
+ ultilities. Pets OK. 901—272—3278
Professional, dominant, GWM,
GWM, 47, 61", 160 ISO other
39, into spanking, bondage, shaving,
GWM, similar, for friendship. Not
endless sex, toys and more. I enjoy
into bar scene —too costly. | like
casino gambling, shooting pool and
videos, cards, TV and close
fine dining. ISO obedient 18—22 Y/0
friendship. If interested, call Bobby
GWM smooth body with boyish looks
in the Gibson/Madison County area.
and mannerism about 140 lbs. No
(731) 855—4255. I am also seeking
fats, femmes or drag queens, no dis—
a roommate to share a 3 BR house
eases. Skinny a plus. Serious inquir—
in country (60 acres). $250 plus
ies only, please. Mr. Paul 870—0457.
1/2 utilities and $100 deposit.
MGM, mid—50s,. attractive, 5‘4",
GM looking to share 3 BR
husky build. Enjoys good food, con—
house with big yard in U of M area.
versation, movies, theatre, going out
You would have upstairs — a bed—
occasionally and enjoying good qual—
room:;sitting room and bathto your—
ity time together. Looking for divorced
self and share the rest. Don‘t be
or separated WMs who want to "come
allergic to pets. $350+ half utili—
out." Am looking to meet new friends
ties. Call 229—5877 for informa—
and possible LTR. Contact Buddy
tion.
(nickname) 870—732—2755. —
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with ground beef were huge and
covered in cheese, and absolutely
mouth—watering. The chicken
quesadillas were also a healthy por—
tion loaded with chunks of white
chicken breast with just enough
cheese to compliment, rather than
overcome the dish.
One companion had the steak
ranchera, which seemed to be a sir—
loin grilled and topped with pico
de gallo. (Since I did not get to read
the menu, I cannot be sure). The
beef chimichanga was fabulous
when topped with some sour cream
and some bites of lettuce as well.
All in all, from a food standpoint,
goodbut just that— "good.".
The loud, busy atmosphere
makes for a good time at Molly‘s.
It is easy to relax and enjoy good
company within brick walls with
lots of corners to turn. There were
many gay tables there that night,
and I understand that it is a favor—

ite on Monday nights. (Remember
Gertrude‘s?). When I asked an
employee if the establishment was
gay friendly, I was one—upped
when the reply was: "Our staff and
management is definitely gay, les—
bian, bisexual and transgender ac—
cepting here".
Overall, it was pleasant experi—
ence and we do intend to go back
again. This time, however, we in—
tend to sit in the bar so that we can
really enjoy our meal and maybe
have a chance to actually read
about what we want to order!
Remember everyone, It‘s O.K.
to go out to eat!
Quality ***
Service X® (except for the bar)
Atmosphere ***
Gay Freindly X* ***
Return Possibility X* **

ts
University Advances Studen

from being "juniors" to "seniors," the Wellness University.
"Thank you Gracia (Alequin,
were each presented with a certifi—
cate from the program, as well as FFL‘s director of housing) for be—
incentives such as gift cards from ing hard on me and keeping me in
Wal—Mart, to be used on a shop— line," the student told those in at—
ping trip coordinated by the tendance. "Since I started coming
here, I‘ve done an about face.
Wellness University.
Following the presentation of When I started my viral load was
certificates, Bradford honored a 3,682; today it is zero, undetect—
few of her fellow co—workers who able. This is a race against HIV.
the student address.
have assisted her with the program. You all have educated me and in—
Friends For Life‘s Director of
This wasfollowed bystudent tes— = spired me. The medicine alone
—Fund—raising—Butch Valentine
didn‘t do it — you all did it. This
timonials.
‘spoke to the advancing students
what it says,
"When
I
found
out
(I
had
HIV),
program is truly
and introduced the special guest for
I didn‘t tell anyone," one student friends for life."
the
ceremony,‘ Gwendolyn
The student testimonials were
said. "I sat in my house and
McClain, director of marketing and
followed by closing remarks from
wouldn‘t
take
my
medicine.
Today,
public relations with St. Francis
I love her (Bradford) with all my Friends For Life‘s Executive Di—
Hospital. St. Francis is a sponsor
heart. The Wellness University rector Kim A. Moss.
of the Wellness University pro—
A reception was held immedi—
taught
me a lot of things. My name
gram.
'
ately following the ceremony.
is
not
HIV.
God
has
the
last
word,;
Thestudents, who were advanc—
ing, some from being "freshmen" HIV doesn‘t have the last word."
Another student testified to the —
to being "sophomores," from
"sophomores" to "juniors," and strength he/she has received from
Friends For Life marked yet
another milestone April 16 when
its Wellness University Program
held its second commencement
ceremony at 28 N. Claybrook.
Wellness University Director
Anita Bradford welcomed those in
attendance and Kathy Fox, a social
worker with Family Services, gave

(RSSUGq
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ETE
MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPL
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS

DVD/VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES,
PREVIEW BOOTHS AND VIDEO ARCADES

Fantasy Warehouse #1 (East)

HYPNOTHERAPY
__» Stop Smoking
* Weight Loss / Eating Disorders
« Memory and Study Skills
* Stress and Anxiety
* Sexual Dysfunction
* PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder)

PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES

791 N. White Station Rd. — 683—9649

* Individual Therapy

(Body Jewelry)

* Group Therapy
* Adolescent Therapy
* Marriage & Family Therapy

Executive South (South)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. — 345—0825
(Mini—Theatre)

Office Hours by Appointment,
Insurance Accepted

«

Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins — 358—8642

Eric Cassius, LPC, CHT
OPEN 6 DAYS

2%

=

8 a.m. — 12 Midnight
QED and checks accepted at
Fantasy Warehouse #1 and # 4 only

815 Mt. Moriah Road

Mon.— Sat.

Closed Sundays and Holidays

_

685—5491
—

caish@aol.com

atte

"""epeenein

women

#

i
The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but have
not been charged. All phone numbers are
area code 901 umiess otherwise noted.
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
irport Bookmart:
rooks
;
# 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar
# 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station — 683—9649
Executive South* — 1847 E. Brooks Rd.
= 345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #4* — 2532 N. Watkins
— 358—8642
s
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
# 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd
# 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell
Rd
# 744—4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave.
® 373—5760.
— BARS / RESTAURANTS
usions Entertainment Center®:
3204
Thomas St. # 523—0599.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street
@ 276—5522.
Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place
® 272—0022.
Buns on the Run*: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104
# 278—2867 (278—BUNS).
Crossover: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
MS # 601—327—0942.
Crossroads*: 111~ N. Claybrook
# 276—1882.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Lorenz/AfterShock*: 1528 Madison # 274—
8272.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison
# 278—9839.
Mélange: 948 South Cooper # 276—0002.

\Metr_o Memphis*: 1349 Autumn
# 274—8010.
Ongel7llgreﬁ 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE

Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Air—
ways Blvd. #701 # 396—1969, 3727 South:
Mendenhall # 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
Paragon Lounge*: 2865 Walnut Grove #
320—0026 >_
f
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave.
® 274—9794.
Pumping Station*: 1382 Poplar Ave.
# 272—7600.
aa
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
MS # 601—767—9500.
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.
CARDS & GIFTS
nz
utz*: 553 South Cooper
# 728—6535.
GGS Gourmet: #278—6218 or on the web
at GGSGourmet.com
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
s Cleaning Service: #
726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
® 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi—
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates
# 327—6165.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Alliance: Leather/evi club + Box 42174,
Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: (See Friends for Life).
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Aggrggite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis
122.
BGAEA (Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness): University of Mem—
phis, c/o BGALA, 2522 Campus Postal
Station, Memphis, TN 38152—2521, e—
mail: bgala@memphis.cc.edu, website:
www.people.memphis.edu/~bgala.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41074,
Memphis 38174, web site: www.
bluffcitysports.net.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:

Mid-South‘Community Resources
# 465—4371
— Richard
Andrews.
#323—3111
—Linda Etherton, 342—4630— 4233.
200#818—4134,800—227—4146,fax:818—
Cotton
Pickin‘
Squares:
Gay/Lesbian
James
Bailey.
Square
DanceClub<
MeetsThurs.,Memphis
7pm Tsarus:
Leather—Levi
club « Box 41082, SarahA.Washington:
Holy
Trintiy
«
685
S.
Highland,
Memphis
38174—1082.
#sarah.washington,
466—3588, website:InvestmentAdvisor
www.lpl.com/
38104
#
272—2116.
Univ.
of
Miss.
Gay,
Lesbian,
Bisexual
e—mail:
sarah.
+ Equality
Tennessee:
P.O.
Box
330965,
Assoc.:
GLBA,
PO
Box3541,
Univ.,
MS
washington@lpl.com.
Nashville, TN 37203, 38677
# 662—915—7049,
email:
www.equalitytennessee.org.
glba@olemiss.edu,
website:
http:// Botanica: 3092FLORISTS
Poplar, Park#761—2980.
# 458—1929.
4F:Bartlett
Leather/Levi
group
+
698
Pope
Dr.,
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba.
ParkEastFlorist:6005
38112.
f
UT—Martin
ALLIES:
Campus
and
commu—
FirstService:
Congregational
Church:am,Worship
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
nity. Alternate Bldg.,
Weds. 5Martin
p.m. Info131F
BC/A2Z:
igital otography
Sun.
9:30
&
10:00
Wed.
6
Humanities
38238,
pm
+
1000
South
Cooper#
278—6786.
neilg@utm.edu
#
587—7301.
FirstPresbyterian
Church:
Sun.10:30School,am; WACBox 1203,
(Woman‘s
Action Memphis38111
Coalition): PO
9:30
am;
Coffee
&
fellowship,
3566Walker,
Worship,
11 am + 166 Poplar #. 525— = 678—3339. .
5619.
Friends
For Life—HIV
Resources:
HIV/
COUNSELING
AIDS
Service
Organization
+
1384
Madi—
Alivewww.alivememphis.com,
Memphis! HoliSERVICES
stic Healing
son,
Memphis
38104
#
272—0855
or
IndividualCenter,
&
#www.FriendsForLifeCorp.com.278—AIDS, Couples Therapy, EMDR, Radiant
Heart
#Carol372—2991,
Susan Taranto;
HolyshipService:Sun.9&11
Trinity Community am;Church*:
Wor— Therapy.
372—2593,
Schlicksup.
Biblestudy:
Erictherapy,
Cassius,
L.P.C.,Group,C.H.T.:Adolescent,
Hypno—
Wed.
7 pm;# 685 320—9376,
S. Highland, Memphis
Individual,
e—mail:
—
38111
Couples
&available.
Family Counseling.
Sliding
office@holytrinitymemphis.org.
scale
fee
®
685—5491
for ap—
Integrity
Memphis: Meets the6pm;3rdDinner,
Tues., pointment.
Healing‘Service/Eucharist,
Joel844—4357.
Chapman, PhD: 1000 S. Cooperf #
6:30pm;
MeetingChurch,
7:30pm102+ c/oN.Calvary
Episcopal
2nd
KentHealingD. Fisher,
LPC,1713MAC:
Experiential
#
525—6602.
Center,
Lockett
Place @
Jackson
Lambda Support Group: Mem— 372—0710. EMDR, group, individual,
phisLambdaCenter#901—427—1500for
couples & familytherapy.
information.
Living
Word
Christian
Church:
Worship
ServiceBroadSun.Ave®
10am452—6272
& 6pm, Wed. 7 pm ©
2489
Loving
HIV+Women
&P.O.TheirBoxArms(Servicesfor
Children):
Shelia
Tankersley,
3368,
Memphis,
TN
38173 #
725—6730.
f
Memphis
AreaMemphis,TN38124#335—
Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Box241852,
MAGY for info,; website:www.geocities.
com.westhollywood/1772/.
Memphis
Black
Same Gender: Loving*
Alliance:
274—0163.
MemphisCenterforReproductiveHealth:
—
1462
Poplar
Ave
®
274—3550.
Memphis
Gay& Lesbian Atheists & Hu—
manists(GALAH):www.geocities.—com/
memphisgalah
#Lesbian
327—2677.Community
Memphis
Gay
&
Center (MGLCC):
892 S Cooper, Mem— GaryGardia,M.Ed., LCSW:Midtownloca—
phis38104
#
278—4297.
tion; grief, loss;individuals,
Lesbian,Gay
&
Memphis
Lesbian
&
Gay
Coalition
for
transgender;
couples
Justice
(MLGCJY):® 327—2677,
Box 241363,e—mail:
Mem— # 527—1098.
phis
38124
S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
migci@yahoo.com, www.geocities.com/ Annefamilycounseling,rebirthing#761—3435.
migo}.
Goshorn, M.Ed.: LicensedKelman
Psy—
Memphis
Pride,
Inc.: Gay,PrideLesbian,
Bi—— Patricia
chologicalCounselor«Simmons,
sexual,
&
Transgendered
Events
&Assoc.,3960KnightArnoldRd,Ste316
Box
111265,
Memphis
38111
®
369—6050.
#32—PRIDE,e—mail:MphsPride@aol.com.
CliffHeegel,PhD:LicensedPsychologist®
Mirror
Image:
TV/TS
support
group
+
c/o
5180 Park Ave. Ste 150
BarbaraTN38111—0052.
Jean Jasen, Box 11052, Mem— Centerpoint,
#
767—1066.
phis,
Sheridan
Lambe, LCSW:
Individual &
Mystic
Krewe
of
Memphis
United:
Couple
Counseling,
#
761—9178.
41www.geocities.commardigrasmemphis
S. Century, Memphis, 38111. RhondaManningHidaji,LCSW:Individual
&Couples. Goal—OrientedGestalt& Inte—
Noble
Kreweof
Hathor:
a
social,
tax—
grativePsychotherapy,SlidingFeeScale,
exempt
charitable
organization.
PO web
Box Germantown/Cordova area
820901,
Memphis,
TN
38182—0901,
# 757—7706.
site: Heart
www.kreweothathor.com
Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW:
OpenendofFirstCongregationalChurch,1000
Community of Faith: North Joseph
#
578—9107.
M.hancementCoaching.«5050PoplarAve.,
Todd Puckett, MS, LPC: Personal En—
SouthCooper,
Rev.JohnGilmore#323—
3514. Families&FriendsofLesbians Suite 2400# 844—6228.
Parents,
KentUsry,
M.Div.,Couples,
MAC, LCSW:Coun—
& Gays (P—FLAG):# 761—1444.
Box 172031, Mem— J. seling
Individuals,
Children, &
phis38187—2031
Families.Specialties:Trauma,Addictions,
Parents
& FriendsJackson,
of Lesbians
&38305
Gays Grief & Sexuality. Sliding Fee Scale. #
(P—FLAG):
TN
491—8632T. Vullo, PhD: Licensed Clinical
#1—901—664—6614forinformation,e—mail:
Kathryn
burtren@aeneas.com
§
Pinkpinkpistols.org.
Pistols: email:aig"memphis@ Ste.Psychologist,LLC8590FarmintonBlvd.,
3,G‘twn,
670 Colonial www.inter—
Rd., Ste. 1,
Mphs.
#
848—6666,
StonewallMissionChurch:AProgressive
ChristianChurch—Sun.Service6:30p.m., personalnet.com.
DENTAL
SERVICES
>7
meetsattheCenter,103BerryRd.,Nash—
illiam
N
.
Castle,
D.D.S.:
ntist
+
vSunshine
il e, TN37204
#
(615)
269—3480.
685—5008.
Travelers:
Meets
everyJungle,
other North Cooper#
Tuesday
at
7
pm
at
The
FINANCIALSERVICES
® 788—4PLALeather
(4752) Tribe: Gay men‘s/ onnie
Bingham,
CPA: 753—1413.
Taxes, account—
Tennessee
ing,
estate
planning#
women‘s.
leather org.TN156838127—5409
Rolling Hills Donald
Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Dr.,
Memphis,
Service:5100SanderlinRd.#761—2110.
The# 357—1921.
Mid—Towners Bowling League: KarenB.Shea:FinancialConsultant,Smith
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste.
yideography. By Appointment = 377—
701.
‘Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7
® 278—5002.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/print—
ing service—resumés, thesis, manuscripts,
etc. # 795—4308.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 #454—1411.
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
processing & printing services. Full color
post card advertising. Call # 452—2766 or
e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—3760.
Silva Piano Studio: Private piano instruc—
tion, begginner to highly advanced #278—
1384
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
rmation: # (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gag & Lesbian Helpline: # 1—888—340—
LBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—
9pm).
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 278—4297
+ 24—hrs.
LINC: # 415—2700.
Memphis Sexual Assault Resource
Center: # 272—2020
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth
hotline (Mon.—Fri., 3—9pm) # 1—800—399—

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ntique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer
# 323—0600.
Bainea Blue Hair Salon: 2111 Madison #
726—0090.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
express your sympathy to family, friends,
co—workers, clients. ® 578—9107;
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Christian Funeral Directors: 2615 Overton
Crossing # 358—0062
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper
# 725—0521.
DJ Services:
breakbeatkid69@hotmail.com.
DiversityBuilder: Free Professional Gay
Referrals, Box 3614, Brentwood, TN
37024 ® 615—794—5047, email:
info@diversitybuilder. com,
www.diversitybuilder.com
Doing Business In Memphis: A Sales —
Leads Directory
:
www.memphisbusiness.com.
Girls Work: Incudes: House Doctors, Inti—
mate Occasions, Lunch to Go,
BasketGrams & Everyday Services ®
276—1935, email: griswrk@hotmail.com,
http://www.webspawner.com/users/
girlswork/index.html.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation & medi—
tation classes ® 682—0855.
Bonnie‘s Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Coo—
per, # 726—1300.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
in greeting cards for lovers only « P.O. Box
676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
vice & repair, Heating & A/C. + 1447 Na—
tional, # 327—6887, 327—7395.
Memphis Paranormal Investigation
Team: hitp:/hometown.aol.com/paranor—
mal38111 /?host. html.

Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish— _
ings — 2228 Central # 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
exp.,
onsight est., « # 274—0281 eve—
ings ref.,Weekends
“DEER; .olsed
M —__nings
br weekends?)V
__g .
Suicide~ & Crisis Intervention: ‘Mr. Sgcrulf's“‘P€t' Care Pet Sitting#725°" *
# 274—7477.
9216.
Transvestite—Transexual National
Paggios for Hair Salon: # 274—3944.
Hotline: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
PetCare Unlimited: Petsitting and/or house
Sat.).
sitting by competent, caring couple #
LEGAL SERVICES
726—6198.
ayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law:
Professional Pest Management: # 327—
1014 S. Crockett Rd., Senatobia, MS
8400
38668 # (662) 562—5949, (662) 292—0823
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis
or (662) 292—0046..
# Business: 377—1075, e—mail:
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200
EnricaRamey@aol.com.
Jefferson Ave. # 529—8888.
TNT Painting: TomRowe& TrentGatewood
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 266
® 503—8376 or 649—3270.
So. Front St., Ste. 206 # 527—7701.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N.
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
# 682—2170.
s
Jocelgn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law: Vantek: Internet Services + Box 11187,
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
%
Memphis 38111—0187 = 324—4999,
Jason O. Young, Jr., Attorney at Law:
e—mail: vtadmin@vantek.net.
147 Jefferson, Ste 806, # 7284000. . ~ www.TheFunStartsNow.com: Profes—
sional magicians, live animals, clowns,
LODGING
balloon artists, face painter, DJs, pony
French Quarter Suites": 2144 Miaieon
rides & illusionists—fund raisers
® 523—8912.
.
® 358—7258—Nicholas Toombs.
Hampton Inn & Suites: 962 S. Shady
Grove, Group Sales—Events Coordinator:
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
E. Ryan Dougherty # 762—0056.

: MASSAGE SERVICES
ywise Company Guesthouse:
Relaxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
gggqls massage. By appointment. # 377—

Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
Massage by Josegh: Full body stress
relief # 358—7438.
Stephen Pair: Sports, therapeutic, relax—
ing, Swedish massage # 277—1705,
stephenpair@aol.com
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
sage by appointment. ® 761—7977.

MEDIA
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine
« Box 771948, Memphis 38177—1948,
® 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email:
FamilyMag@aol.com,
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink +
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
® 454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, email:
memphisTJN@aol.com,
website:
www.memphistrianglejournal.com.

velopments: 194 Looney Ave. @ 525—3044.
Brian Clanton, The Carter Group: 1908
Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown @ 753—7222,
458—3852.
f
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave.
# 853—0237. :
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: # 377—1057. _.
Darian Porter, Affiliate Broker, The Carter
Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown
# 753—7222, 278—4079.
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Com—
pany: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380.
TRAVEL
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second ® 525—5302.
Travel Customized byJean Morris: Mem—
ber International Gay & Lesbian Travel
Association # 465—2936.
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Calendar Listings in Bold type take
place at
;
GLBT venues or are specifically
Plas
GLBT—related
Calendar Listings in Non—bold type
— take place at GLBT—friendly venues or
‘—
are of interest _
to the GLBT community

office@holytrinitymemphis.org — 6pm & 7pm
* Living Word Christian Church — Worship Service — (901)
452—6272 — 7pm
* Open Heart Commumty of Faith — "A Course in Miracles" —

MONDAYS
* Monday Night at the Movies — Sponsored by Holy Trinity
Community Church — Bartlett Cinema 10 — 6:45pm —
Details at www.HolyTrinityMemphis.org
* Plus Support Group — Community Center — (901) 278—
4997 — 7:30pm
§
* Pool Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
* Dart Tournament — Pumping Station — 7:30pm
* Dart Tournament — One More — 8pm
* Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm

SUNDAYS
* Tea Dance.— Metro — 4pm
* Brothers & Sisters Bowling League — Winchester Bowl —
(901) 722—5236 or MemphisGayBowlin@aol.com — 6pm
* Pool Tournament — Pumping Station — 6pm
* AA Meeting — Community Center — 278—4297 — 8pm
* Sissy Bingo — Crossroads — 8pm
<* After Park Set Sundays — Paragon — 9pm
* Queer As Folk — Metro — 9pm
WEDNESDAY CHURCH SERVICES
* Taizé — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 — 6pm * Lights Out, Everything Goes — J—Wag‘s — 10pm
* Drag Show — Backstreet — 11pm
* Holy Trinity Community Church — Fellowship Supper

TUESDAYS
* The Caring Group — Relaxation and de—stressing by subtle
energy practices — Holy Trinity Community Church — (901)
$20—9376 — pm
* Lesbians with Breast Cancer — Support Group — YWCA
(766 South Highland) — 7pm
* Singles Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 7:45pm .
* Pool Tournament — One More — 8:30pm
* Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
* Karaoke Night — J—Wag‘s — 11pm

SUNDAY CHURCH SERVICES
* Open Heart Community of Faith — Bible Study &
Worship Celebration — North End of First
Congregational (1000 South Coooper) — (901) 823—
3514 — Jam
* Holy Trinity Community Church — SundaySchool
and Holy Worship Service & Children‘s Church —
(901) 320—9376 — office@holytrinitymemphis.org —
9:45am and 11am
* First Congregational Church — Sunday School, Café Congo

WEEKLY ACTIVITIES

_>

Study Group — North End of First Congregational (1000
South Cooper) — (901) $23—3514 — 7:30pm

and Worship Service — (901) 278—6786 — 9:30am, 10am, and
10:30am
* Prescott Church — Sunday School & Worshlp Serv1ce (901)
327—8479 — 9:30am & 10:45am
* Living Word Christian Church — Morning and
Evening Worship Services — (901) 452—6272 — 10am
and 6pm

and Bible Study — (901) $20—9876 —

2004 COMMUNITY CALENDAR
f
26| /
"f
de

MAY

in! ArmAust Lt

27|

—

"og|

1}

30

29

+ Tennessee Leather Tribe ~
Club Night, The Pumping
Station, 9pm
+MGLCC Volunteer
Appreciation Night,
MGLCC, 6pm

+ (Centraland
Softball, TobeyHollywood)
Fields 2
MGLCC Board
+ MGLCC,
6—8pmMeeting,
+ AA Meeting, MGLCC,
8pm

— Softball, Tobey Fields 9
(Central and Hollywood)
* AA Meeting, MGLCC,
8pm

16
« Softball, Tobey Fields
(Central and Hollywood)
+ AA Meeting, MGLCC,
8pm

«Feastfor
Friends,St.
Methodist
United
John‘s
6pm
Church,
«PlusSupportGroup,

cinco pemavyo 5
Log Cabin Republicans
» DinnerOut,
579GoodmanMiRd.Pueblo,

8:30pm (1st of 8 sessions)

Southaven, MS, 7pm

Coffee
Friends forfor LifeLife Coff
+ Friends
House, 6—8pm. Call 272—

* The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm

Bowling, Winchester
+ Bowling,
Winchest
Lanes, 6:30pm

0855 for location
+ Plus Support Group, .
MGLCC, 7:30pm

+ Lavender University, "Gays
and Society," MGLCC, 7—
8:30pm (2nd of 8 sessions)

MGLCC, 7:30pm

17
+ Feast for Friends, St.
John‘s United Methodist
Church, 6pm
*Plus Support Group,
MGLCC, 7:30pm

18
—» The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm
« Lavender University, "Gays
and Society," MGLCC, 7—
8:30pm (8rd of 8 sessions)

+ Cotton
Pickin
Squares,
7:30pm
HTCC,
sity:"Queer
LavenderUniver
* American
Literature
Heritage," MGLCC, 8—9pm
(1st of 8 sessions)

Pickin Sq Squares,
Cotton Pickin
* Cotton
HTCC, 7:30pm

24
— Friends for Life Coffee
House, 6—8pm. Call 272—
0855 for location

* AA Meeting MGLCC,
8pm
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25
+ The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm
+ Lavender University, "Gays
and Society," MGLCC, 7—
8:30pm (4th of 8 sessions)

+ Gay Basketball, Masonnear
YMCA(WalkerA
U«Firstof M), 6—9pm ve.
Congo Films; First
Congregational Church
>
7pm & 9pm

Basketball, MMason
* Gay Gay Basketball,
YMCA (Walker Ave. near

+ Lavender University:"Queer | U of M), 6—9pm
— First Congo Films, First
American Literature
Congregational Church,
Heritage," MGLCC, 8—9pm
7pm & 9pm
(2nd of 8 sessions)

19
« Bowling, Winchester
Lanes, 6:30pm

20
+ Cotton Pickin Squares,
HTCC, 7:30pm
+ Lavender University:"Queer
American Literature
Heritage," MGLCC, 8—9pm
(3rd of 8 sessions)

21
+ Gay Basketball, Mason
YMCA (Walker Ave. near «
U of M), 6—9pm
* First CongoFilms, First
Congregational Church,

27
+ Cotton Pickin Squares,
HTCC, 7:30pm

JUNE TIN DUE OUT 28

+ Lavender University:"Queer
American Literature—
Heritage," MGLCC, 8—9pm
(Ath of 8 sessions)

YMCA (Walker Ave. near
U of M), 6—9pm
+ First Congo Films, First
Congregational Church,
7pm & 9pm

(5

>

23
+ Softball, Tobey Fields:
(Central and Hollywood)

+ The
Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm
Lavender University,
« andSociety,"
7—
MGLCC,"Gays

26
R
f
+ Bowling, Winchester
Lanes, 6:30pm

fpm & opm

« Gay Basketball, Mason

“5
Gay &
+ Memphis
TJNDEADUNE
Ve
ug sbign Coallition for
Justice, MGLOS, 20m
« Tsarus Club Night, The
Pumping Station, 9pm
+ Gay Day
22
at Dollywood
+ Stonewall Democrats,
MGLCC, 2pm
+ Lavender University:
"Digital Photography,"
MGLCC, 2—4pm
(1st of two sessions).

29
+ Lavender University: .
"Digital Photography,"
MGLCC, 2—4pm
(2nd of two sessions)

*"

~

WEDNESDAYS
* Dart Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
* Partners Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 8pm
* Ink & Metal Nite — Show your tats and piercings for specials — Pump—
ing Station — All Day
* Lights Out — Come Party in the Dark — Metro
S
y
Larry Timmerman
Bill Johns

7

THURSDAYS
_
* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares — Holy
Trinity Community Church —
(901) 438—2427 — 7:30pm
* Dart Tournament — J—Wag‘s —
8pm
* Karaoke — Paragon — 9pm
* Karaoke Night — Allusions

Entertainment Center — 9:30—

I

s ummer

TN 38112

* Amateur Show — Metro &

'

x

gational éhurch = (901) 278—657 gg

* Seriously Sober — Holy Trinity Community Church — (901) $20—9876
* Karaoke — One More — 8pm
* Pool Tournament — Crossroads — 8pm
Clubs and Restaurants
* Ladies Night — Allusions Entertainment Center —

fusion.

‘OtherPoms
er Ponts
of Interest
A.
B
.
Aloysius Home
B. CircuitPlayhouse
C. Dabbles
_
D. Friends for Life
E. Inz & Outz

Aa
2nd Street
é
4th Street

F. MGLCC
|
G. Playhouse on the Square |;

Interstate 2

>

acepp

(tos +
f
2. Bogie‘s Delicatessen
3. Crossroads
<
4
4. J—Wag‘s

*Aig
Late bee
Nite Beer an:
Bus reap umping Station — :i10pm
* Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight
* Drag Show — Crossroads — Midnight
< Diag
Show — I—Wau‘s — s
fagohow
Wass Sam

2.
6. Madison Flame
J. Mélange*

SATURDAYS
* Camp Fire USA — First Congregational Church — (901)
$27—0488 or campfirememphis@yahoo.com
* Live and Let Live on Cooper St. — MGLCC — 278—4297
— 7 pm
* Pool Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 9pm
* Drag Shows — Crossroads — Midnight, — Allusions

11. Paragon Lounge

Entertainment Center — 10:30pm & 12:15pm

l
Send calendar information to
one of the following:

13. The Jungle
7 Gay
13 Supportive
=>

|

N. Clayprook [§ |

_
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N. Avalon

g
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(901)
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454—1411

&

Stephen Pair
Licensed
i
Massage Therapist

Morrison St.
f

§
i

f
.
>
By Appointment Only

|

e a

38111

2
§

OFA

o
§
=

TN

a

IF

McLean Biva.
§

'

*

iil

@

—E—mail..
_.
MemphisTJN@ :aol.com

Regular Mail
wae
P.O. Box 11485

Cleveland St.
[sys

®

*

8. Metro Memphis
9. One
M
—
yhe
vOre
10. P & H Cafe*

12. Pumping Station

:

if:
&

Thursday Evenings
C
tabla!
otton Pickin Squares

"Tome § dpm
* MGLCC Coffeehouse Nights — Community Center — (901) 278—4297 —
7pm

FRIDAYS
* First Congo Films — First Congre—

ones
,

Study
7:00PM

THE REV. TIMOTHY MEADOWS, M.DIV., PASTOR

11:30pm
£

(901)323—0600
AUNTIQOMEM@AOL.COM
;
ags
Menbes ﬁleznfzi’rll grailszgssocratwn

11:00AM _
Wednesday Night

HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY cuuncu

11:30pm

U

Worship Service

Church Office: office@holytrinitymemphis.org
Pastor: Minister@holytrinitymemphis.org

.
footpmote tamed.

Antique Parebouse #¥lall

Memph is

Welcome
685 S. Highland
Memphis, TN 38111
Phone: 901—320—9376
W
F
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s Addrﬁmgfgsmgymmpmw
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East Parkway
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901 _277_1 705

|

stepheneair@aoL.com
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NOW A WORD

YOUR

FROM

TEETH...

_

Providing you
soothing.,
treatment

with

_

comfortable
is

our

—

business. Best of all ...
we do
Painful

teeth,

it with

a

soft,

®
gentle touch.

swollen gums,

breath
These are messages from your teeth
which say., "We need help!"
:
|
again!
Make your teeth feel good again!

unsightly stains and bad

We are a young and growing dental
practice which prides iteelf on
fairness and open—mindedness.
"Our OfEEE Now Offers...

Call for an appointment today. We‘ll listen.

e
invisalign
StraightTeeth. No Braces."

WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D. S
General Dentistry

(901)685 5008

79 North Cooper St. (Between Madison and Poplar) « Memphis, TN 38104—2815
|

(m f
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m Mam
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